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Did you know Equip is a proud partner and the preferred super 
fund of the TMAA (Traffic Management Association of Australia)?

We partner with employers just like you to help make super easy 
and convenient. And because we’re an industry fund, all profits 
go back to our members.

Joining Equip means your super is managed by a trusted 
financial partner. If you’d like to hear more about how we can 
save you money, drop us a line on (03) 9248 5940 or email  
Tadams@equipsuper.com.au

We can visit you on site, and provide a side by side comparison 
with your current super provider.

To learn more about Equip and our employer services please visit 
www.equipsuper.com.au 

Super 
fair and 
square

Equip.
Super
fair and
square.

Togethr Trustees Pty Ltd ABN 64 006 964 049, AFSL 246383, Togethr is the trustee of the Equipsuper Superannuation Fund ABN 33 813 823 017. This is general information only and does not take into account your 
personal objectives, financial situation or needs and therefore should not be taken as personal advice. You should consider whether this information is appropriate to your personal circumstances before acting on 
it and, if necessary, you should also seek professional financial advice.
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 TMAA PRESIDENT’S REPORT

This quarter’s edition of TMAA Detours is published after a 
number of serious incidents in NSW over the past month. 
It’s disappointing, given the work of all allied Associations 
in highlighting the need for more attention from motorists 
approaching and making their way through worksites. I wrote 
a forward to a heartfelt article from TMAA member Jeff 
Doyle, CEO of Altus Traffic in our last edition. Jeff talked to 
the very real consequences of poor driver behaviour and it’s 
frustrating we continue to experience dangerous worksites 
as a result of persistent poor driver behaviour. We all need 
to continue highlighting the need for improved awareness at 
worksites and the consequences of not paying attention. 

As a very real part of improving education and shining 
a spotlight on the need for change, Roads Australia has 
initiated a Road Worker Safety Working Group. This is an 
industry managed group with participants from all allied 
Associations, Austroads, Contractors and Government 
at the table. Key actionable items include working with 
all stakeholders on education and awareness along with 
tangible recommendations on improvements that should 
be adopted. This is the first time industry has faced into the 
challenge of bringing about change. We are confident we 
can achieve the goals set by the committee. I will report on 
the achievements of the Working Group throughout the new 
year.

One of the very real difficulties of bringing our message to 
Government, is the lack of validated data on all that we do. 
TMAA will be working in collaboration with ARRB over the 
coming months in an effort to begin a process of collecting 
and distributing industry specific data that will highlight the 
need for urgent action on many of the issues we have been 
discussing for years. All data will be anonymous, and collated 
with other data to provide insight into problem areas to 
create a foundation for benchmarks, especially in the safety 
space. It will be the largest ever survey of our industry. I urge 
you all to participate when it is released.

Recently, I attended the South Australian TMAA Meeting 
and Board Dinner. It was great to see and hear the range 
of topics being discussed, and especially favourable 
responses from those key stakeholders at our Board 
Dinner. It was fantastic to see our Association working 
so closely with all key stakeholders, Government and 
other Industry supporters. SA is working closely with its 
membership base, and is actively working with their Road 
Authority on a number of initiatives that will continue to 
support our industry in the State. 

STEPHEN O’DWYER
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It’s another great example of what can be achieved with 
industry engagement and working closely with those 
companies and Government departments that can have a 
significant impact on what we do inside our businesses every 
day. 

This is the last Detours for 2019. I wish you all a very safe end 
of year, and an especially good 2020. Thank you all for your 
contributions over the past 12 months. I look forward to what 
2020 will bring to our wonderful industy.

Stephen O’Dwyer 
TMAA President 

TMAA – the Voice of the Traffic Management Industry.
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SAFETY COMES
STANDARD.
THAT’S ANOTHER HINO

Assuring safety on the roads... It’s your No. 1 priority and ours. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab includes the most comprehensive 
active safety package of any Japanese medium duty truck. In addition to Vehicle Stability Control and Reverse Camera, the 
Hino 500 Series Wide Cab safety package includes ABS, traction control, UN ECE R29-rated cab strength (single cab), 
SRS driver airbag, ADR84/00 Front Underrun Protection (FUP), Easy Start, Cruise Control and more. With an expanded 
transmission range offering a 6-speed, fuel efficient, Allison automatic transmission, with a push button shift selector – and 
a range of manual variants. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab is as comfortable and stylish to drive as it is innovative and 
technologically advanced. Plus, as an additional extra you have the option to take visibility to the next level with up to  
4 Reverse and Side cameras. Visit hino.com.au for more information.

HINO37170 19 v3 Nov-TMAA Fleet-FP AD.indd   1 13/11/19   3:46 pm
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ANDREW CLEMENTS

 TMAA QLD CHAIR’S REPORT

Working together
The past month has seen over 100 people attend two key 
events for TMAA QLD, a Townsville Safety at Roadworks 
Forum and a Brisbane Safety at Roadworks Breakfast. Our 
thanks to Minister Mark Bailey and Dr Dan Sullivan for their 
respective presentations at one or both of these events.

Certainly, our membership and associate base is 
engaged and keen to hear what is afoot for our industry 
in the coming months and years. The aforementioned 
presentations painted the picture of life in the traffic 
management industry from 2020. It is great to see 
government, industry and key organisations such as 
Austroads, Roads Australia, CCF, AAPA, RIAA and AITPM 
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working together to ensure best practice and safety in their 
respective industry areas, thus ensuring smooth transitions 
when we are all working in collaboration at the coalface on 
roads and projects.

TMAA QLD continues to work with state and local 
governments to progress key issues around permits and 
timeframes, but also compliance on sites with setup, pull 
down etc. I note the recent TMAA safety release outlined 
the need to ensure signs are not left out and are subject 
to weather conditions or becoming potential hazards for 
motorists. This is something we must continue to work on in 
Queensland and nationally. There are some experimental 
concepts being trialled on sites with regards to cones and 
smiley signs, etc and the impact they have on motorist 
behaviour. I will have more information on this in 2020.

TMAA QLDs final event 
for the year, will be held on 
Thursday 12 December, 
and is a opportunity for us 
to recognise the input from 
our members with the Stop/
Slow Bat Annual Award 
to be announced at the 
lunch. This event is a time 
for us all to network and 
relax with our colleagues 
and celebrate the year 
that was. I look forward to 
working with you all in 2020 
and to seeing you on 12 
December. Check out the 
link to book at www.tmaa.
asn.au and click the news 
and events tab.

Andrew Clements
TMAA Qld Chair



Find your nearest Isuzu UTE Dealership at 

www.isuzuute.com.au/find-a-dealer

5-star ANCAP safety rating on all MU-X models & 4x4 D-MAX Crew Cab models built from November 2013 onwards & 4x2 D-MAX Crew Cab High Ride models built from November 2014 onwards.
*Offer is only applicable on new Isuzu 18MY/19MY D-MAX & 18MY/19MY MU-X purchases, excludes demonstrator vehicles & is not available in conjunction with any other offers. Offer only applicable
to current TMAA Members. Proof of membership must be provided to your Isuzu UTE Dealer prior to the vehicle purchase. Isuzu UTE Australia reserves the right to verify all claims. Offer valid until the
31/12/2019.

https://www.isuzuute.com.au/find-a-dealer.aspx
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We continue to focus on engagement with our key 
stakeholders/regulators – Department of Transport (DoT), 
WorkSafe, Major Road Project Victoria (MRPV) and Local 
Government – together with meeting presentations from 
customer and supplier stakeholders and growing our 
membership.

October was another busy month with our regular meeting 
and Golf Day. Briefings and issues discussed at our October 
meeting included:

DoT New Structure

Angela Grice, Acting Chief, Transport Operations outlined 
the DoT High Level Structure (distributed to members) and 
the new Planned Disruptions Structure (some roles yet to be 
appointed).

DoT - Austroads Safety at Roadworks Project

The Guide for Temporary Traffic Management is now with 
the AustRoads Executive for approval for publication. The 
implementation in Victoria is still in discussion and members 
will be provided with an update at our December meeting.

DoT - Safe Speeds Safer Sites Program 

Further to my last report, we were pleased to learn that David 
Lane has been appointed Manager Field Operations with 
responsibility for the surveillance and auditing of worksites. 
He will be supported by three surveillance officers who will be 
authorised officers under the Road Management and Road 
Safety Acts and commence work on 28 October. Their initial 
core function will focus on aftercare and education and David 
will provide an update report at each TMAA meeting. A public 
launch of the program is planned for February 2020.

DoT - OneView – MOAs

Kristian Gleeson provided a detailed presentation on the new 
permits management system for processing MoA applications 
and planned future developments. Please review the 
presentation which was recently distributed to members.

DoT - Road Safety (Traffic Management) Regulations

The new regulations were gazetted on 7 October 2019.

Major Road Projects Victoria

Contracts recently awarded for the :

• Monash Freeway Stage 2 - CPB
• South Gippsland Highway – CPB
• Echuca – Moama Bridge Stage 3 - McConnell Dowell
• Mordialloc Freeway - McConnell Dowell Decmill JV

  TMAA VIC CHAIR’S REPORT

ANTHONY SIMMONS Roadmarking Industry Association of Australia 

We were pleased to welcome Paul Robinson, General 
Managaer, RIAA, to our October meeting. He provided an 
overview of RIAA and its role and activities. We look forward 
to our two associations working more closely together with 
RIAA and TMAA representatives attending each other’s 
meetings on a regular basis.

New Members

We are pleased to welcome new member Lack Group.

Coinvest Presentation

Members received a comprehensive presentation from 
Coinvest which administers the Construction Industry Long 
Service Leave Act 1997 (Vic) on behalf of the construction 
industry and Victorian Government. Registration requirements 
- employing workers or subcontractors to carry out 
construction work (for more than 5 days in a calendar month) 
- includes traffic management. Information was distributed 
to members and a further email update (with video links) has 
been distributed to members.

Golf Day 2019

Our Sixth Classic Golf Day 
was held at Eynesbury on 
Friday 18 October.Thanks to 
our sponsors for their support.

• RPM Hire
• Artcraft
• Eastside Isuzu Ute
• Kennards Hire
• Sheen Group
• Traffio

Also, thanks to all who made the journey to come out and play 
in trying conditions!

Congratulations to the winners:

First  Australian Traffic Control Team

Second Traffic Diversion Group Team

Third  Traffic Group Australia Team

Anthony Simmons 
TMAA VIC Chair

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA
DIVISION



Next Generation Steel Guardrail BarrierProtection wherever the road takes you.

Safe-Stop 
Truck Mounted Attenuators

www.ingalcivil.com.au
sales@ingalcivil.com.au

Sydney  (02) 9827 3333
Brisbane  (07) 3489 9125
Melbourne  (03) 9358 4100
Wagga  0427 779 588

Perth  (08) 9452 9111
Adelaide  (08) 8169 2300
Newcastle  0400 235 883

Contact your local Ingal Civil Products branch to arrange a demonstration

•  Automatic Impact Brakes
•  Driver 4-point harness & seat support
•  Full colour LED VMS board
•  C-class LED Arrow board with hydraulic 

raise/lower mechanism
•  Optional forward facing LED arrow board 

for double-sided applications
•  Two 5-watt UHF radios
•  Integrated control panel
•  15,000kg GVM minimum single-cab truck
•  Fully automatic transmission
•  Custom tray bodies available
•  Custom signage or graphics packages

 Ingal Civil Products are now able to offer  
an end-to-end truck-build service

Truck build includes all national & state TMA code of practice requirements

SS180M MASH TMA

Demonstrator Truck Available!

COMING IN 2020

Superior PerformanceMASH

45189-TMA_Safestop Ad single page.indd   12 20/11/19   12:15:32 PM

Book Exhibition Space
Book Exhibition Space

Arron:Arron: 02 8908 8505

Vincent:Vincent: 02 8908 8525

Register as a FREE Visitor
Register as a FREE Visitor

www.terrapinn.comwww.terrapinn.com

exhibition/road-traffic-expo
exhibition/road-traffic-expo

Attend TMAA’s annualAttend TMAA’s annual

Gala Dinner & AwardsGala Dinner & Awards

www.tmaa.asn.au

• Build your business
• Find new sales leads
• Develop your brand

• Learn
• Network
• Gain industry insights

• Acknowledge colleagues
• Network with the industry
• Have fun

TMAA is delighted to announce that next year’s conference is being organised in partnership with the

National Roads & Traffic Expo, giving our members VIP access

to this world-class event for FREE!

Plus, we’ve negotiated preferential rates for members & suppliers to participate in the trade-show.

TMAA SHOWCASE

at the National Roads & Traffic Expo

www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo
www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo
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Kennards Hire

Advert
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OF TRAFFIC 
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From day to night, during road 
works or in times of crisis, the 
safety of pedestrians and drivers 
on the road is paramount. 

With a wide range of traffic 
equipment from boards to 
bollards, ramps to road plates, 
lighting to power, you can 
count on Kennards Hire to 
provide you with reliable 
equipment to keep the roads 
safe.

Visit kennards.com.au or 
call 135 135 to speak to an 
expert.

SIGNS

ELECTRONIC BOARDS

TWO WAY RADIOS

BARRIERS

LIGHTING

ROAD PLATES
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Kennards Hire Traffic on call
Troy Clauss is Product Manager Traffic Management at 
Kennards Hire. He says staff are on call 24/7 to deliver 
equipment to emergency services.
“Our branch number will be diverted to someone’s personal 
phone and they will answer the call at any hour,” he says.
“We also have containers strategically loaded in certain 
locations for immediate deployment. These have generators, 
chainsaws, wet and dry vacuum cleaners — emergency 
response equipment to be deployed as soon as requested.”
Troy was involved in an emergency response during the 2017 
Queensland cyclone season. 
“In March, Cyclone Debbie hit Airlie Beach. We set up a pop-up 
branch to help the local community deal with the disaster.”
Assisting emergency communications
Kennards Hire Traffic uses a sophisticated network of 
connected smart signs to issue messages about floods and 
fires to drivers. 
During the recent school holidays, the NSW road authority 
hired electronic boards, putting them along the Pacific Highway 
with travel time updates and congestion warnings. 
 “We also have pole-mounted solar-powered cameras whose 
signals can be sent to a monitoring hub. We can see in real-
time if a causeway is flooded, and update warning signage,” 
Troy says.
Troy says traffic management staff are proud to supply 
equipment to emergency services working on containing 
natural disasters. 
Emergency services can count on Kennards Hire. The Traffic 
branch delivers fast solutions to the frontline of emergency 
responses across Australia. 

Australians are no strangers to natural disasters. Over the 
years, our response to these emergency situations has become 
quicker and more efficient, making use of new equipment and 
technologies.
Cyclones, floods and bushfires are prime examples of fast-
developing emergency situations where cool heads and quick 
decisions make all the difference. 
Having equipment on hand to cope with changing conditions 
is fundamental during natural disasters. Emergency response 
equipment can be divided into three types:
 • Traffic redirection 
 • Blocking access 
 • Conveying information to drivers 
Traffic redirection
As wind shifts alter the direction of a fire front, traffic in its path 
needs to be redirected, often with very little warning — or none.
Road signs, bollards, flashing beacons and traffic cones are 
essential for traffic redirection, especially as drivers become 
fearful and confused. Towable traffic light rigs can regulate two-
way traffic flow through a single lane to prevent collisions. 
Blocking access
Steel or plastic water-filled barriers block access to dangerous 
routes during fire or flood emergencies. Having both ready to go 
gives emergency services a choice.
Electronic signage
A combination of electronic and passive road signage warns 
drivers of changing conditions and the best routes to take. 
Electronic boards with LED lights are ideal for low visibility 
situations. Programmed remotely, they can convey critical 
information in real-time.

Natural Disaster Response with 
Kennards Hire Traffic
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TRAFFIC CONTROLLER 
OF THE YEAR 2019

UPDATE

April Colley
Over the past three months since my last TMAA 
Detours article, I have really been getting stuck 
into the Kwinana Freeway widening project that I 
am currently Traffic Manager on. It is a lot of new 
responsibility, however, every week has offered me 
something new that I can take on board and apply in 
my future career. Working on a freeway construction 
project of this scale, I have had the opportunity to 
work side by side a range of skilled workers. I have 
developed an appreciation of what each individual 
role can bring to a construction project like this, 
including different engineering divisions, various 
trades, asphalts and even surveyors who are the 
glue that keeps the project together. 

In this new role I have learned about the 
procedures that are in place and that need to be 
strictly followed, including approval processes, 
auditing and down to daily checklists we need 
to undertake before commencing works. I also 
schedule the traffic management crews that are 
required throughout the project and work closely 
with the managers and supervisors to determine 
the best way to tackle a job. 

Throughout my time in traffic management, I 
have always enjoyed working on projects in 
comparison to short term works. I like the staging 
and preparation that goes into projects and love to 
see them through to completion. This project has 
approximately 6 months until it is complete and I 
hope I can use the experience and knowledge I 
have gained and apply it in a new project in Perth. 
I’m sure Altus have a few plans in store for me; they 
like to keep the ball rolling and encourage us to 
learn more and maximise our abilities. 

On a finishing note, as it is coming into the summer 
months and temperatures are rising rapidly, so too 
are the risks associated with working outdoors. 
We need to remember the dangers of our working 
environment, exposed to the elements. For those 
of us who work outdoors we need to stay protected 
from the sun and stay hydrated. We need to adjust 
to the summer months, not run the risk of sun/
heat exhaustion, and of course get everyone home 
safely. . 
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TRAFFIC CONTROLLER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

2020

Purpose of the Awards

The Traffic Management Association of Australia (TMAA) 
seeks to continually promote and improve conditions 
for Traffic Controllers. Through the Traffic Controller of 
the Year Award (TCOY); the TMAA strives to identify 
the outstanding work performance of Traffic Control 
Employees, across a broad range of competencies.

The Award provides a platform for the traffic control 
industry to identify and exhibit the commitment and 
performance of their controllers for recognition across the 
wider industry and community.

Who to nominate

Traffic Control companies can nominate as many entries 
as they like. As a minimum, the employee must meet the 
criteria and have been employed as a Traffic Controller for 
a minimum of 6 months.

Member companies can select traffic controller nominees 
any way they choose. A suggestion could be to hold their 
own internal competition each month and the monthly 
winner submitted as the nominee for the national judging. 
Alternatively, nominees could be suggested by colleagues, 
by clients or principal contractors.

Finalist Video Submissions
• The videos are only required of the finalists from each 

state

• Videos will be at the nominating companies expense

• Production can be amateur or professional

• Videos must be 2-3 minutes. Footage longer than 3 
minutes will not be considered or shown

• Videos will be reviewed by the judging panel before 
final decisions are made of the winning entry

• Videos will be shown at the Annual Conference / Gala 
Dinner and also on the TMAA and sponsors social 
media channels

• The TMAA encourages companies to get creative 
and ensure signage and/or vehicles are visible in the 
background

Key Dates 2020

Visit www.tmaa.asn.au and click the TCOY Awards slide bar 
to access the nomination information and forms online.

• February 2020 Nominations open. 

• 1 September 2020, Sydney, TCOY winner announced 
at Gala Awards Dinner.

  TRAFFIC CONTROLLER OF THE YEAR
AWARDS GUIDELINES FOR 2020

The Traffic Controller of the Year awards are an opportunity for the industry to 
recognise the great work traffic controllers do across the country every day. Their 
contribution to the industry is something they can be very proud of. Kennards is 

delighted to sponsor this important award and we wish all nominees good luck.” 

TROY CLAUS, KENNARDS HIRE.

Opens February 2020
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Kennards Hire CEO Angus Kennard  
achieves 2019 Sustained Excellence  
Award at EY Entrepreneur of The Year™ awards

Angus Kennard and parentsAngus KennardAngus Kennard

Kennards Hire is pleased to announce that CEO Angus 
Kennard has been presented with the Sustained 
Excellence Award in the 2019 EY Entrepreneur Of 
The Year Awards™. Angus joins other outstanding 
entrepreneurs from across Australia who were recognised 
in the 2019 EY Entrepreneur of the Year Awards.

A key member of the Kennards Hire board and leadership 
team since 2005, and appointed CEO in 2016, Angus has 
been directly involved with the business for over 20 years.

The iconic 70-year equipment hire brand is synonymous 
with an extensive range of quality products, teamed up 
with great customer service. Keeping the values of the 
business intact and getting ahead of the game through the 
introduction of new technologies to deliver an exceptional 
customer experience is key in keeping the business 
sustainable and future fit in the long-term.

Angus has been leading the company’s digital 
transformation by partnering with Fleet Space 
Technologies which has brought Internet of Things (IoT) 
technology to the forefront of the business. Kennards Hire 
was one of the first customers of the leading Australian 
business to connect to the constellation of Centauri 
Satellites. 

Using IoT has enabled Kennards Hire to improve how it 
operates asset tracking across Australia and New Zealand. 
The hire business is able to monitor its equipment and 

undertake preventative maintenance on customer sites, 
which include construction, utilities, oil and gas and mining 
industries. 

In addition to the Fleet partnership, the business has 
installed its proprietary telemetry platform, EasyTRAK, 
bringing to life real time tracking and fleet utilisation to 
their equipment range. This new way of operating opens 
up opportunities to provide customers with safer, more 
efficient ways to manage their hire equipment and large-
scale projects.

Angus said he was delighted to have received the award 
and congratulates the other nominees and winners: “It’s an 
honour to have been recognised with the 2019 Sustained 
Excellence Award and to be acknowledged in the company 
of many great local and global entrepreneurs.” 

“It validates what our business stands for, the values our 
people hold true to, and their commitment to our future 
direction.”

The Sustained Excellence Award celebrates the 
contribution of entrepreneurs to the Australian economy 
over a considerable period of time, and recognises 
entrepreneurs who can demonstrate a clear track record of 
success over many years.

For more information or to find your nearest branch visit 
kennards.com.au

http://www.kennards.com.au
http://www.kennards.com.au
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Kennards Hire announces 
new leadership team 
appointments

Iconic equipment hire brand, Kennards Hire, has announced 
a number of senior leadership changes as it ramps up its 
operations across Australia and New Zealand.

Taking up the role of General Manager, Western Australia is 
David Schurman, who accepted the promotion having spent the 
last two years as an Area Manager in the business’ Victorian 
operations. Prior to that, David was based in Queensland as the 
Branch Manager for Bowen Hills. In his new role, David will be 
responsible for the strategic development and management of 
Kennards Hire’s largest geographical state.

“It’s a fantastic time to be moving into Western Australia. Our 
network here has enjoyed significant growth over the past few 
years. Our new Kalgoorlie Branch in the Goldfields-Esperance 
region opens later this month and we’ve just completed the 
acquisition of Choice Rentals, a lighting tower company, which 
will complement the larger projects we are partnering with here.” 

David moves into this role following Tony Symons’ appointment 
to General Manager, Product. With almost 30 years of industry 
experience, 15 of those as Kennard Hire’s General Manager, 
Western Australia and Northern Territory - he was instrumental 
in the company’s growth into North West WA and the Northern 
Territory, growing the region from three to 25 branches. 

With his commercial background and acumen for turning 
challenges into opportunities, Tony sees sustainable products 
and innovation as the major trends in hire equipment.

“Certainly the next big things to really appeal to our customers 
are sustainable equipment solutions such as rechargeable 
battery products, alternative energy sources like solar lighting 
towers and products that reduce environmental impacts.

“Smart assets will also be huge. With our EasyTRAK platform 
we can keep track of almost anything now and report back to 
our customers on where it is and how it’s being used. It’s a 
game-changer for us,” said Tony.

The key appointments of David and Tony to these roles saw 
Matt Hardy move back to Queensland to take up his second 
spell as General Manager of the Sunshine State and Gareth 
Vines, General Manager, South Australia and 40-year Kennards 
Hire veteran, add Northern Territory to his portfolio.

The combined experience these appointments will bring to their 
roles will be instrumental in continuing to deliver exceptional 
customer experience and quality product range, across the 
equipment company’s branch and product network. 

For more information or to find your nearest branch visit 
kennards.com.au.

David Schurman

Tony Symons
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Our breakfast forum on 6 December has had a great 
response. We have three great speakers, Anthony Kannis, 
Project Director for Metronet, Leo Coci, Executive Director 
Infrastructure Delivery MRWA and Douglas Morgan, Executive 
Director of Planning and Technical Services, MRWA.  

The Austroads four-part project to facilitate the introduction 
of a harmonized approach to temporary traffic control has 
progressed with modules one and two being implemented in 
the near future. 

The new harmonized Traffic Management Guides will be 
officially launched in Brisbane on 11 December, with Western 
Australia’s launch to follow near February 2020.

Module two, the redevelopment and adoption of nationally 
harmonized Traffic Controller Training is nearing completion, 
with Austroads training products expected to be published 
by the third quarter of 2020. Main Roads Western Australia 
adoption of the Austroads training will commence in January 
2022 with the mandatory 
transition being enforced by 
the end of 2024. While this 
sounds a long time from now, 
I urge you all to understand 
the changes this will bring to 
our industry, and the impact 
it will have on your individual 
businesses. While there is no 
denying that these changes 
will improve the quality of 
service delivery and serve to 
mitigate the risks our people 
face on a daily basis, it will 
have a large impact on fiscal 
and engagement processes.

While attending the MRWA 
Works on Roads Advisory 
Group, a main point of 
discussion was the Austroads 
Training Framework does 
not include an on-site supervisor role that would replace 
the WA WTM accreditation, as the TMD non-practitioner is 
the equivalent of WTM for office-based personnel reviewing 
TMPS. MRWA’s challenge has been they are unable to 
present evidence to Austroads that supports the effectiveness 
of the current WA WTM scheme. It was noted if the WTM were 
removed, there would be ramifications for many contracts as 
well as the Traffic Management Registration Scheme. MRWA 
will be discussing with industry the preferred approach for on-
site modification to TGS’s and in the interim WA’s terminology 
would remain, until the adoption of the Austroads Training 
Framework in January 2022.

 TMAA WA REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DIVISION

WENDY DOUGLAS

I would like to remind our members that I attend the quarterly 
Works on Roads Advisory Group meetings as the TMAA 
representative, so if you have matters you wish to raise or 
would like the minutes of the meetings forwarded to you 
please let me know.

On 29 October, I attended the Roads Australia luncheon with 
Peter Woroznow, Managing Director MRWA, as the guest 
speaker. The luncheon was attended by major players within 
the Roads and Construction industry who had the opportunity 
to ask Peter some questions around the future in WA. The 
key subjects discussed were around MRWA procurement 
processes, indigenous engagement and future projects. The 
State budget includes a record 4.2 million to build new roads 
and infrastructure with 4.1 million being allocated to Metronet. 

I also attended the Roads Australia Forum where Adrian Hart, 
Associated Director of BIS Oxford Economics provided an 
overview of the WA economy now and future. The current 

national economy is slow with what is believed to be the 
weakest performance since the GFC, with WA currently being 
the worst. WA has a better growth forecast going forward 
being that WA is going to outperform other States in the next 
five years, with a reasonably optimistic outlook for Perth in the 
next two years.

Christmas is fast approaching, which means the festive 
parties are about to kick off, which in turn increases the risks 
on our roads. Please take care on our roads, and a mention to 
our Traffic Controllers to remain extra alert and aware at this 
busy time of year. 

Wendy Douglas 
TMAA WA Chair



She keeps your family safe on the roads.
Help her get home safe to her family.
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She keeps your family safe on the roads.
Help her get home safe to her family.

FULTON HOGAN 
UNVEIL 2020 PLAN 

Leading Australian Construction, Infrastructure 
Services and Utilities company, Fulton Hogan, has 
unveiled an ambitious new plan aimed at keeping 
roadworkers safe on their many job sites around the 
country.

Fulton Hogan are aiming to ensure all of their sites 
remove traffic controllers from live lanes by the end 
the end of 2020 to protect their most vulnerable 
workers.  

“Fulton Hogan’s Traffic Critical Risk Group, who 
focus on finding ways to eliminate accidents and 
near misses for our workers around live traffic, 
came to the conclusion that the single best way 
to keep workers safe is to remove them from 
harm’s way altogether,” explained Mr Peter Curl, 
Fulton Hogan’s General Manager of Infrastructure 
Services (Southern Region).  “We recognised 
that tinkering around the edges was not going to 
significantly improve the safety of our workers on 
the roads.  Instead, we are seeking to make a major 
step change to the way we operate.”

“We know that traffic controllers, as our first line of 
defence, are the workers most exposed to the risks 
of live traffic,” Mr Curl continued.  “We therefore are 
saying to our business, ‘Let’s find ways to remove 
the traffic controllers from the line of fire altogether, 
whilst still ensuring the safety of the rest of the 
workers.’”

This radical change in approach will require Fulton 
Hogan’s team members to identify situations 

when traffic controllers are regularly being utilised 
in or near live lanes.  Team members are then 
encouraged to look at developing ways of still 
controlling the traffic flow, but removing the traffic 
controller from harm’s way.

The rapid development of portable traffic control 
innovations such as the E-stop and Portaboom as 
well as Fulton Hogan’s own invention, the Gibney 
Paddle, provide a range of new alternatives which 
can be suitable in many situations.  All of the 
devices provide a physical barrier between the 
work site and the traffic, and are operated by a 
traffic controller positioned off the live lanes. 

Where possible, Fulton Hogan is also looking 
closely are whether work on sites can be 
done behind temporary road safety barriers or 
permanent barriers.

In addition, Fulton Hogan staff members are being 
challenged to assess if a partial road closure is a 
realistic option to protect traffic controllers, or even 
a full road closure. 

“We are working hard to change the perceptions 
of our team members,” said Mr. Curl.  “We’re 
telling them that all options are on the table for 
consideration if it helps eliminate the risk of live 
traffic from the equation.  We’re also empowering 
them to tell us how we can keep them safer, and 
we’re actively canvassing them for new ideas on 
ways to protect them.”

Making such a significant change to the way traffic 
control is approached and implemented by the end 
of 2020 is a major challenge, but one that Fulton 
Hogan believes should be implemented across the 
wider industry.

“I really don’t want to have to be the one who has 
to give that knock on the door and console the 
family of one of our workers after a fatality,” said Mr 
Curl.  “It’s imperative that we do everything in our 
power as a company, and indeed as an industry, to 
eliminate the risks our workers face.”  

PETER CURL
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Investing today & winning 
big down the track
I grew up driving on country roads and I know how 
dangerous they can be. 

Road safety is a focus for myself as a Minister. It is 
also a priority for our Government. 

Few things are as nerve racking as teaching your 
children how to drive and navigate busy roads 
independently. Seeing mine get behind the wheel 
reinforced my commitment to doing all I can to 
make our roads safer.

Road safety is everyone’s responsibility: friends, 
family, community, drivers and passengers.  

The good news is there are steps we can 
take towards improving road safety – and our 
Government continues to work on these right now.

Minister Michael McCormack

For instance, we are planning for the uptake of 
future transport technology.

The next generation of transport technologies 
has the potential to transform travel and improve 
transport systems’ efficiency and safety. The more 
these technologies work together – from smart 
freeways to automated vehicles – the larger these 
benefits will be.

Granted, these new technologies are complex. 
Automated vehicles offer challenges as well as 
possibilities.  

Fully driverless vehicles are a complex engineering 
task and it is unknown when they might be widely 
available.  



However, we are already seeing new vehicles with 
automated features such as lane-keep assist and 
adaptive cruise control on our roads and we expect 
automated features will continue to be rolled out 
incrementally. 

In regional Australia, connected vehicles would 
benefit from accurate information on road 
conditions in times of flood, bushfire and cyclone. 
Automation can reduce the human factors 
contributing to Australia’s road fatalities, especially 
on country roads.

Automated vehicles also promise to boost quality 
of life for many people who have restricted mobility, 
whether through disability, older age or simply a 
lack of transport services.

We anticipate trials continuing to ramp up and that 
we will start to see some commercial use of more 
sophisticated automated features over coming 
years. 

Our Government also recognises that, in the 
meantime, many Australians want to see our roads 
made safer today.

That’s why we’re investing not only in future 
advances, but also in projects that can make a 
positive impact right now. 

We have established the Office of Road Safety 
in my department, to lead development of the 
next National Road Safety Strategy – a once-in-
a-decade opportunity to pursue a step change in 
reducing road trauma.

We’ve initiated a program of consultation to hear 
from the community on road safety – and the 

Traffic Management Association of Australia 
(TMAA) participated in the first roundtable I hosted 
in September. We are keen for non-government 
stakeholders to highlight their own safety 
initiatives and assist in developing a coordinated 
approach across governments, non-government 
organisations and industry.

It is worth repeating that we are investing an 
additional $2.2 billion in road safety funding across 
Australia through the Local and State Government 
Road Safety Package as part of our $100 billion 
record investment in infrastructure across the 
country. 

As part of this, the Office of Road Safety is 
delivering road safety programs, bringing together 
innovators and enablers with collaboration and 
funding opportunities. 

As I wrote in an earlier contribution, the TMAA will 
receive $200,000 over four years through the Road 
Safety Awareness and Enablers Fund. This funding 
is earmarked to help deliver the national road safety 
campaign ‘Your Speed is Our Safety’, to raise 
awareness around the safety of road workers.

The bottom line is that we know people win in 
productivity, time and wellbeing when they can get 
to and from their jobs, homes, and other places 
safely and as quickly as possible.

I am enthusiastic about the proactive stance our 
Government and industry are taking on automated 
vehicles and road safety. Together we are taking 
big steps today as well as laying strong foundations 
for the future. 

Investing today & winning big down the track
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SCOTT LAWTON

 TMAA NT CHAIR’S REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORY
DIVISION

As we approach the end of the year, I look back and am 
pleased to note the closer collaboration between TMAA 
NT, DIPL and CCF NT this year. It is great to be inviting 
likeminded association representatives, training experts and 
the police to engage with us as well, so we can continue 
the ongoing work of improving safety at roadworks in the 
Northern Territory. I note that while we all take a break at 
the end of the year, the drive to continuous improvement 
never stops, and we need to remain vigilant on the worksites 
for our people and the general public. Let’s make sure the 
signs that need to be out are secured, and those that are 
redundant are safely removed, to avoid any extreme weather 
conditions and also to ensure the public has no confusion 
of where they need to slow down, and where works are 
occurring.

The Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign has been the 
pinnacle of our year, and we thank everyone involved for 
their support in creating the final two storylines and for 
airing and sharing this message in our territory and across 
Australia, publicly and privately. This campaign is timeless 
and we will be seeking to roll it out again for many years to 
come, so that TMAAs face is that of the little girl and that her 
face will mean, slow down, drive safely around worksites, 
because Your Speed is Our Safety.

On a personal note, I would like to thank DIPL for providing 
regional access to our meetings and for the use of their 
facilities and rooms. I also thank the many suppliers and 
sponsors who support us across the year. I look forward to 
working with you all in 2020.

Scott Lawton
TMAA NT Chair
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Insolvency rates in Australia have reached alarming heights. This alone highlights the importance for sub-contrac-
tors and businesses to protect their revenue with Trade Credit Insurance. Most businesses hold Public Liability 
and Property Insurance but the figures show that businesses dealing on credit terms are far more likely to suffer 
a Trade Credit loss, and in many cases a company’s debtor’s ledger is their most valuable asset. A substantial loss 
from non-payment could result in a business going under themselves. Trade Credit Insurance provides the peace 
of mind that you are protecting against that exposure. 

•	 	Business Growth – Having your debtors insured will 
provide the confidence to trade to a higher level of 
credit with your current clients. This will allow you 
take on new clients knowing that a third party has 
assessed the risk, and can provide Insurance against 
non-payment, due to insolvency. This will enable 
you to increase your turnover - knowing that you 
will be paid. 

CALCULATING PREMIUMS

Insurers assess risk based on many components of a 
business and its operations. They include:
•	 	Annual Turnover
•	 	Current Debtors/Buyers
•	 	Credit Limits required
•	 	Customer Demographic
•	 	Location
•	 	Industry/Occupation
•	 	Loss History from Debtors
•	 	Excess required
•	 	Retentions required

COMMON EXTENSIONS

When sourcing a policy, Acquire Trade Credit will assess 
a business’s risk profile to determine which extensions 
are suitable to that particular policy holder. Some com-
mon extensions include:
•	 	Pre-delivery work in progress
•	 	Retentions
•	 	Threshold/Excess
•	 	Supplier Default
•	 	Protracted Default
•	 	Pre-shipment risk
•	 	Preferential Payments

The Importance of  
Trade Credit Insurance

BENEFITS OF TRADE CREDIT INSURANCE
•	 		Information is power – Companies often mistakenly 

link well-known contractor brands with a perceived 
confidence against a bad debt. Holding a Trade Credit 
Insurance policy gives you access to real time industry 
information. Insurers conduct a lengthy and continual 
process to ensure creditors are not at risk of insolven-
cy and that information is passed directly on to the 
policy holder. This information allows you to prevent 
the loss from occurring and wasting your time quot-
ing on the job in the first place. Insurers will assess a 
risk by conducting a credit check, meeting with the 
management, assessing their up to date financials 
and reviewing market non-payment notifications. The 
insurers and therefore policy holders are generally 
the first to know about market insolvencies.

•	 	Insure your debts – If a debtor was able to success-
fully fly under the radar and the insurers were not 
able to warn you before an insolvency occurs, then 
policy holders will be able to lodge a claim for their 
outstanding debts. The insurer will pay 90% of the 
total debt minus the excess on the policy. The in-
dustry standard excess is $5,000 but can be tailored 
to suit your needs. If you were to suffer a $100,000 
(excl GST) loss, you would be entitled to $85,000 
(excl GST). 

•	 	Collect your debts – Collection and legal costs can 
be a burden for businesses. Trade Credit policies in-
clude cover for these costs. If a debt reaches 60 days 
from due date, you are required to send that debt 
to the insurer, who will then collect that debt at no 
extra cost up to the limit on that particular policy. 
100% of the collected debt will be reimbursed to the 
insured. If the insurer is unsuccessful in collection, 
then they will start the process of winding up the 
buyer, which will then trigger a claim.

Author: Nathan Wrobel, Managing Director of Acquire Trade Credit



BENEFITS OF ACQUIRE TRADE CREDIT

We review a client’s business and credit risk before 
approaching the market. We will approach the entire 
market to find the most competitive premiums, and the 
most suitable cover for a business’s needs. We will then 
present all the insurers terms and explain the benefits 
and wording of each policy. Once you have placed a 
policy with Acquire Trade Credit, we will manage all your 
credit limit requests, provide up to date information on 
all buyers, and manage any claims and non-payments 
that you may have. 

With Acquire Trade Credit you will receive:
•	 	No Fees – we are reimbursed by the insurers and no 

additional fees will be charged to the insured.
•	 	Dedicated Account Managers – You will have access 

to a personal account manager to handle all aspects 
of the policy.

If you would like a free debtors 
analysis, Trade Credit review 
or quote please contact Acquire 
Trade Credit on 1300 095 683 or 
www.acquiretradecredit.com 

•	 	Low Premiums – As specialist Trade Credit brokers 
we can find the most competitive premium for you.

•	 	Free Collections and Credit Management Portal – 
These features are included free with your policy. 
We don’t on charge any policy features.

•	 	Premium Funding – Stretch your payments over 12 
months to improve cash flow.

INDUSTRY TRENDS

The lifeblood of a small business is cash flow. The 
construction industry is a prime example of how major 
insolvencies can affect an entire community. The flow 
on effect of a major insolvency often leads to a wave of 
smaller insolvencies, which again highlights the impor-
tance of protecting your aged receivables with Trade 
Credit Insurance.
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THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED – THE SERVICE YOU EXPECT
A1 Roadlines Pty Ltd  |  89 Rushdale Street, Knoxfield, Victoria 3180  |  www.a1roadlines.com.au

P: 1300 217 623 (A1ROAD)  |  F: (03) 9765 9499  |  E: sales@a1roadlines.com.au

THE CHOICE
IS YOURS!

IN STOCKRANGE OF MODELS

NOW
SET UP &

READY TO GO

At A1 Roadlines we understand that our customers have a 
range of preferences when it comes to fleet vehicles. That’s 
why we fit and service the Scorpion II TMA across a full 
range of suitable host vehicles from world-leading 
manufacturers including ISUZU, UD, FUSO and HINO to 
name a few.

So, when it comes to selecting a fully MASH tested, passed 
and eligible TMA that has also been ASSESSED, 
APPROVED & RECOMMENDED FOR 
ACCEPTANCE throughout Australia by 
ASBAP (Austroads Safety Barrier 
Assessment Panel), the only name you 
need to remember is Scorpion II® TMA 
from A1 Roadlines. When it comes to the 
brand of host vehicle… that’s up to you!
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 TMAA TAS REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

TASMANIA
DIVISION

As the winter weather slowly subsides, and the mercury is 
creeping up, we see many of the sealing projects and large-
scale work zones start to increase.  

The challenges of the environment and our localised 
conditions have given our industry a push to taking our TC’s 
out of the line of fire. Many primary contractors are taking up 
alternative options with traffic lights and Porta-booms. This 
is allowing our crews to stay out of the path of vehicles and 
creating a safer workplace for us.

Along with these controls being applied on construction 
sites, we have seen Portabooms out and about for many 
events throughout Tasmania, utilised for Ped management 
at the dark Mofo event in Hobart, also at the docks for the 
Cruise ships.

We have welcomed our new Minister Hon Michael Ferguson. 
We look forward to working closely with Minister Ferguson 
as an industry and seeing everyone continuing to work 
together to make everyone safe. We have come a long way 
as a collective, and this is due to our strong relationship with 
the key people in government, and the tireless efforts of all 
involved.

Episode 2 of the Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign 
was aired early in September. Again, another brilliant leap 
forward in bringing awareness to the local motoring public. 
Both CCF-TAS and DSG have been able to make this 
happen through funding by members. Narelle Absolom from 
DSG has moved into a different role, and we cannot thank 
her enough for her work on the project. Narelle was a driving 
force in this campaign. This add has created some hype, 
allowing us to have a chat on air with Lucy Breadon on her 
popular drive program aired on ABC radio. 

October brought some warmth into our little state and 
saw the fire up of some big projects, and in turn, has seen 
our crews presence on the road grow. Many of the major 
works have come out of hibernation. It is a busy program 
for both maintenance and construction projects. Our 
October meeting saw Hon Jane Howlett MLC and Mr Shane 
Gregory, the GM of DSG present the implementation of the 
AUSTROADS project, followed by the presentation of the 
certificates to our members.

TMAA TAS wishes everyone a safe run into the silly season, 
as we start to build for our prime time.

Cam & Jake

Jake Vlasveld, TMAA TAS Chair & 
Camille O’Meara, TMAA TAS Board Member &  
TMAA Secretary

JAKE VLASVELDCAMILLE O’MEARA
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So, when it comes to selecting a fully MASH tested, passed 
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JB:  One of the first myths doing the rounds was that once we got to the 
December 31, 2020 deadline, everybody’s older TMAs would be taken off 
the road and no longer be able to be used because they had been tested 
and approved to NCHRP-350 rather than MASH. This is simply not true. 
The MASH testing requirements only apply to new equipment. 

HEA: I’m assuming that myth caused a lot of stress for existing 
equipment owners?

JB:  It certainly did. We were inundated with calls from equipment 
owners who were panicking because they’d been told that their TMA 
trucks were all going to be taken off the road and they wouldn’t be 
able to use them again! That would be an absolute disaster for any 
equipment owner. 

HEA: So, to be clear, the new ‘Transition to MASH’ requirements don’t 
render your existing equipment obsolete after the cut-off date?

JB:  Absolutely not. To suggest otherwise is simply not true. Existing 
equipment, including the older Scorpion TMAs approved for use on 
the road network prior to December 31, 2020 will still be able to be 
used after that date. What’s more, there is no cut-off date for existing 
equipment. 

HEA: There have also been some claims that the Scorpion II is ‘not 
really’ or somehow ‘not fully’ MASH tested and approved… how do 
you respond to those allegations?

JB:  Both the Scorpion II Truck Mounted Attenuator and the Scorpion 
II Trailer Mounted Attenuator are fully tested, passed and eligible – or 
in common terms, fully tested and certified - to MASH 2016 testing and 
assessment standards.

In fact, the Scorpion II TMA was actually the first TMA to be fully 
certified under MASH 2016. The official eligibility letters (CC-132 and 
CC-138) are available on the U.S. Department of Transportation website 
for all to see.

All of the documentation, including full details of the MASH tests, is 
also available on our website (www.a1roadlines.com.au).

We’re also happy to provide copies of the testing approvals via email 
to anyone who wants to check them.

HEA: What about the allegations that the Scorpion TMA is ‘not fully’ 
MASH tested because it was tested with an impact speed of 100 km/h 
rather than 110 km/h?

JB:  That just is another one of the ridiculous claims doing the rounds 
at the moment. And I call it ridiculous because it makes no sense 
whatsoever.

Each of the MASH tests have extremely strict criteria and must be 
carried out accordingly. Vehicle weights, impact angles and impact 
speeds are all specified, and must all be strictly adhered to - they’re not 
optional. The tests need to be carried out as specified, under strictly 
controlled conditions to ensure the product being tested meets all of 
the performance requirements before it can be certified.  

The impact speed requirement for the MASH Level TL-3 tests 
3-50, 3-51, 3-52 and 3-53 is 100 km/h at specified impact angles,
and the Scorpion II was successfully tested and certified to those
requirements. 

Dispelling some of the myths and rumours surrounding 
TMAs and Australia’s Transition to MASH

The Truth About TMAs

It’s fair to say that since the Austroads Safety Barrier Assessment 
Panel (ASBAP) announced its Transition to MASH program some 
18 months ago, the traffic management and road construction and 
maintenance industries have been literally bombarded with information 
relating to the capabilities, performance and eligibility of different 
Truck Mounted Attenuators (TMAs) after the final transition date on 
31st December 2020. 

The Transition to MASH represents a significant change in how safety 
barrier devices such as TMAs will be assessed for suitability for use on 
the Australian road network. As such, it’s also clear that as part of that 
process, TMA owners and operators need to be fully informed of the new 
Standards, regulations and operational requirements.

While there has been no shortage of TMA-related information ‘doing 
the rounds’ over the past 18+ months, it’s also clear that not all of it is 
accurate… In fact, far from it! Indeed, it’s fair to say that some of the 
information being distributed – especially in relation to the Scorpion II 
TMA - could at best be described as highly inaccurate, and at worst, be 
described as malicious, alarmist and highly misleading. 

With that in mind, HEA magazine recently sat down with Janine 
Bartholomew, Manager of A1 Roadlines – the exclusive Australian 
distributor of the Scorpion II TMA – to address some of the claims and 
dispel some of the myths and rumours surrounding the Transition to MASH 
and the Scorpion II TMA.

HEA: Hi Janine, thanks for joining us today. The Transition to MASH 
program is an extremely busy time for everyone in the industry, what 
have been some of the biggest challenges so far?

JB:  Together with the work involved in the approval process, for us, 
one of the biggest challenges has been trying to dispel some of the myths, 
rumours and allegations being spread throughout the road maintenance 
and traffic management industries about the Scorpion TMAs. 

HEA: What kind of myths and rumours are we talking about 
specifically?
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JB:  One of the first myths doing the rounds was that once we got to the 
December 31, 2020 deadline, everybody’s older TMAs would be taken off 
the road and no longer be able to be used because they had been tested 
and approved to NCHRP-350 rather than MASH. This is simply not true. 
The MASH testing requirements only apply to new equipment. 

HEA: I’m assuming that myth caused a lot of stress for existing 
equipment owners?

JB:  It certainly did. We were inundated with calls from equipment 
owners who were panicking because they’d been told that their TMA 
trucks were all going to be taken off the road and they wouldn’t be 
able to use them again! That would be an absolute disaster for any 
equipment owner. 

HEA: So, to be clear, the new ‘Transition to MASH’ requirements don’t 
render your existing equipment obsolete after the cut-off date?

JB:  Absolutely not. To suggest otherwise is simply not true. Existing 
equipment, including the older Scorpion TMAs approved for use on 
the road network prior to December 31, 2020 will still be able to be 
used after that date. What’s more, there is no cut-off date for existing 
equipment. 

HEA: There have also been some claims that the Scorpion II is ‘not 
really’ or somehow ‘not fully’ MASH tested and approved… how do 
you respond to those allegations?

JB:  Both the Scorpion II Truck Mounted Attenuator and the Scorpion 
II Trailer Mounted Attenuator are fully tested, passed and eligible – or 
in common terms, fully tested and certified - to MASH 2016 testing and 
assessment standards.

In fact, the Scorpion II TMA was actually the first TMA to be fully 
certified under MASH 2016. The official eligibility letters (CC-132 and 
CC-138) are available on the U.S. Department of Transportation website 
for all to see.

All of the documentation, including full details of the MASH tests, is 
also available on our website (www.a1roadlines.com.au).

We’re also happy to provide copies of the testing approvals via email 
to anyone who wants to check them.

HEA: What about the allegations that the Scorpion TMA is ‘not fully’ 
MASH tested because it was tested with an impact speed of 100 km/h 
rather than 110 km/h?

JB:  That just is another one of the ridiculous claims doing the rounds 
at the moment. And I call it ridiculous because it makes no sense 
whatsoever.

Each of the MASH tests have extremely strict criteria and must be 
carried out accordingly. Vehicle weights, impact angles and impact 
speeds are all specified, and must all be strictly adhered to - they’re not 
optional. The tests need to be carried out as specified, under strictly 
controlled conditions to ensure the product being tested meets all of 
the performance requirements before it can be certified.  

The impact speed requirement for the MASH Level TL-3 tests 
3-50, 3-51, 3-52 and 3-53 is 100 km/h at specified impact angles,
and the Scorpion II was successfully tested and certified to those
requirements. 

Dispelling some of the myths and rumours surrounding 
TMAs and Australia’s Transition to MASH

The Truth About TMAs

It’s fair to say that since the Austroads Safety Barrier Assessment 
Panel (ASBAP) announced its Transition to MASH program some 
18 months ago, the traffic management and road construction and 
maintenance industries have been literally bombarded with information 
relating to the capabilities, performance and eligibility of different 
Truck Mounted Attenuators (TMAs) after the final transition date on 
31st December 2020. 

The Transition to MASH represents a significant change in how safety 
barrier devices such as TMAs will be assessed for suitability for use on 
the Australian road network. As such, it’s also clear that as part of that 
process, TMA owners and operators need to be fully informed of the new 
Standards, regulations and operational requirements.

While there has been no shortage of TMA-related information ‘doing 
the rounds’ over the past 18+ months, it’s also clear that not all of it is 
accurate… In fact, far from it! Indeed, it’s fair to say that some of the 
information being distributed – especially in relation to the Scorpion II 
TMA - could at best be described as highly inaccurate, and at worst, be 
described as malicious, alarmist and highly misleading. 

With that in mind, HEA magazine recently sat down with Janine 
Bartholomew, Manager of A1 Roadlines – the exclusive Australian 
distributor of the Scorpion II TMA – to address some of the claims and 
dispel some of the myths and rumours surrounding the Transition to MASH 
and the Scorpion II TMA.

HEA: Hi Janine, thanks for joining us today. The Transition to MASH 
program is an extremely busy time for everyone in the industry, what 
have been some of the biggest challenges so far?

JB:  Together with the work involved in the approval process, for us, 
one of the biggest challenges has been trying to dispel some of the myths, 
rumours and allegations being spread throughout the road maintenance 
and traffic management industries about the Scorpion TMAs. 

HEA: What kind of myths and rumours are we talking about 
specifically?

 HEA: A lot is being made of roll-ahead distances during an impact, 
and this has led to a number of serious allegations in relation to 
the Scorpion II’s performance and capabilities during an impact. 
Indeed, together with the claim that no roll-ahead distances have 
been measured for the Scorpion II during testing, it has also been 
inferred that the Scorpion II somehow avoided being tested for roll-
ahead distances because it was attached to a host-vehicle that was 
‘anchored’ to the test bed to prevent it from moving forward during the 
impacts.

JB:  Again, this is yet another highly misleading claim being made 
about the Scorpion II, in what I can only assume is an attempt to 
seriously undermine the product’s reputation.

To suggest that the Scorpion II was somehow not subjected to the full 
rigour of MASH testing because some of the tests were conducted as 
‘infinity’ weight tests is another ridiculous claim. If fact, ‘Infinity Testing’ 
is the harshest method of testing the performance of a TMA during an 
impact.

HEA: So, what exactly is ‘Infinity Testing’?
JB:  In short, during an impact into a TMA out in the field, some of the 

impact energy is absorbed by the TMA, and some is absorbed by the 
forward movement of the host vehicle – the roll-ahead. Just how far the 
host vehicle rolls forward during an impact relies on a wide range of 
factors, including the weight of the host vehicle, the brakes, the tyres, 
the condition of the pavement, the weather, etc.

HEA: That makes sense. So why would you test the unit with the host 
vehicle anchored in place?

JB: Testing a TMA with a host vehicle that can roll forward during the 
impact makes it much easier to obtain preferred Impact Severity (IS) 
values, thanks to the benefit of the host vehicle’s forward movement.

On the other hand, testing the TMA on a host vehicle which is 
anchored in place makes it much more difficult to meet the pass criteria 
for IS values, as all of the Ridedown Acceleration must be provided by the 
TMA absorbing the energy from the impact. It’s a much tougher testing 
regimen and is considered a 'worst-case scenario' test condition from the 
perspective of testing the TMA’s capacity to absorb/dissipate 100% of the 
impact energy without the benefit of roll-ahead.

HEA: What are the practical benefits of ‘Infinity Testing’ for TMA 
owners?

JB: As well as knowing that the TMA alone is capable of absorbing 
the energy of the impact without having to rely on the host-vehicle 
rolling forward, it also means that the Scorpion II TMA is the only TMA 
to be MASH certified with no upper weight limit for the host vehicle. 
Unless a TMA has been tested under blocked/anchored host vehicle 
conditions, there is no method for evaluating the TMAs capacity in 
the event the TMA is attached to a support vehicle beyond the tested 
documented weights used during MASH evaluation.

HEA: So how are roll-ahead distances calculated for the ‘Infinity 
Tests’?

JB: While MASH states that support truck roll-ahead distances 
should be documented, it also recognises that this is not possible during 
‘Infinity’ tests. With that in mind, MASH 2016 Appendix Section A2.2.3 
also states: “It is noted that roll-ahead distances can be accurately 
estimated from the “conservation of momentum” principle of mechanics 
based upon an estimate of the frictional resistance of the support truck 
to forward movement (70).” 

70. Humphries, J and T.D. Sullivan. Guidelines for the Use of Truck-
Mounted Attenuators in Work Zones. In Transportation Research Record 1304.  
Transportation Research Board National Council, Washington, DC, 1991

HEA: Is this information provided to your customers?
JB: Every Scorpion TMA comes with clear instructions as to safe 

operating distances and buffer zones to protect workers in a wide range 
of workzone conditions.

HEA: Were all the MASH tests carried out as ‘Infinity Tests’?
JB: No. Tests 3-50, 3-51 and 3-52 which according to MASH 2016 

(Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2) should be conducted with the heaviest 
allowable support truck or a rigidly blocked support truck for no upper 
support-truck weight limit (Infinite Weight), were conducted as ‘Infinity 
Tests’.

Test 3-53, which according to MASH 2016 should be conducted with 
the lightest allowable support truck, had the Scorpion II TMA attached 
to an unblocked host vehicle weighing 6803kg, with the parking brake 
engaged and the transmission in 2nd gear. The TMA was then impacted 
by a 2012 Dodge RAM 1500 4-door pickup truck weighing 2266kg at an 
impact angle of 10.3° and an impact speed of 103.08 km/h

HEA: Were roll-ahead distances recorded for test 3-53?
JB: Absolutely… recording the roll-ahead distance is a requirement 

of the MASH 2016 testing. The recorded roll-ahead for the support 
vehicle was 16.8 ft (5.1 m). 

HEA: Well, that seems to have addressed most of the rumours and 
myths doing the rounds at the moment. Is there anything else you’d like 
to add?

JB: I think the clearest lesson from the past 18 months is that you 
can’t believe everything you read or everything you’re told.

There is a lot of misinformation doing the rounds, but importantly, 
accurate information is readily available from a range of independent 
sources. 

For us, we’re only interested in looking after our clients and selling 
our products on their merits. With that in mind, we felt that it was 
important to set the record straight on some critical issues and address 
some of the myths and allegations that have been doing the rounds, 
so TMA owners and operators can make informed decisions based on 
accurate and factual information.   

Top: During ‘Infinity Testing’ the host vehicle is anchored in place during the 
impacts to assess the TMA’s capacity to absorb/dissipate 100% of the impact 
energy without the benefit of roll-ahead. 

Above: The Scorpion II was also successfully tested to MASH 2016 while 
attached to an unblocked host vehicle weighing 6803kg with the parking brake 
engaged and the transmission in 2nd gear. The TMA has a recorded roll-ahead 
distance of 16.8 ft (5.1 m) when impacted by a 2012 Dodge RAM 1500 4-door 
pickup truck weighing 2266kg at an impact angle of 10.3° and with an impact 
speed of 103.08 km/h.
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ST Traffic Management has developed patented and patent 
pending driverless traffic management solutions that can 
be positioned by remote control and follow work vehicles 

autonomously.

WORKERS DON’T NEED TO BE IN HARMS WAY!

For more information
norm@normboyleconsulting.com.au
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Road trauma is an issue that continues to challenge us, 
despite our united efforts and shared vision to reduce 
the road toll to zero. 

Any death on our roads is a tragedy.

The UN World Day of Remembrance for Road 
Traffic Victims held on 17 November was a time to 
acknowledge the impact road trauma has on our society 
and talk about what we can do to lessen those impacts.

Usually, when we think of staying safe on our roads, we 
think of the drivers, passengers, pedestrians, bike and 
motorcyclists we share the roads with every day. 

Roadworkers are often not part of the equation.

This year, Safer Australian Roads and Highways 
(SARAH) commemorated roadworkers whose lives were 
cut short while performing their jobs, with the nation’s 
first CARE day specifically acknowledging Queensland 
traffic controllers Suzanne Caudell and Ken Altoft.  
 
CARE stands for ‘Caudell Altoft Remembrance Event’.

Tragically, Ms Caudell was killed in 2013 near Marlborough, 
and Mr Altoft on the Sunshine Coast in 2017.

Both were simply doing their jobs when killed by 
speeding drivers.

There have been other instances of roadworkers being 
killed or injured at work because of the inattentive and 
dangerous actions of drivers.

Road workers are our family, friends, team-mates and 
colleagues. 

It is imperative all roadside workers, from traffic 
controllers to maintenance crews, be safe. 

It is our duty as road users to protect them. 

We want them to return home safely at the end of each 
day. 

TMR has been partnering with Queensland Police 
Service to conduct operational trials of new trailer-
mounted speed camera within road worksites. 

Vision To Reduce The Road Toll To Zero

Transport and Main Roads Minister Mark Bailey

 Continued over page

“If you use your 
phone while driving 

in Queensland, 
I have pushed 

for fines of up to 
$1000.”
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In May this year, I launched the ‘Move Over, Slow Down’ 
campaign, which encourages motorists to move over 
if safe to do so and slow down around broken vehicles 
and emergency responders.

A month later, Queensland hosted a three-day Driver 
Distraction National Summit in Brisbane to discuss 
solutions to distracted driving. 

As the Minister responsible for road safety, I am keen to 
curb our obsession with screen time while driving.

In response to drink driving, governments across 
Australia introduced random breath testing, increased 
penalties, and slashed the legal blood alcohol limit.

While some complained at the time, these reforms 
saved thousands of lives, with Queensland’s road toll 
falling from 638 in 1973 to 245 last year.

I believe we can effectively drive the distracted message 
home with a combination of better driver education, 
innovative tools to block the use of mobile devices by 
drivers and tougher penalties. 

Our government is committed to introducing some of the 
toughest fines in the country for people who use their 
phones behind the wheel.

If you use your phone while driving in Queensland, I 
have pushed for fines of up to $1000.

If you get caught doing the same thing a second time, 
you could lose your licence for a year.

These are tough measures, but Queenslanders have 
told us they want action on this issue.

Like drink driving, we need to send a clear message 
that reaching for the phone to send a quick text or check 
social media when your eyes should be on the road 
is unacceptable, deadly and will be met with severe 
penalties. 

While detection rates of drink driving have improved over 
time, drink drivers still present a major safety issue on 
our roads.

Earlier this year, we passed new laws to support more 
education and greater oversight of people caught drink 
driving,

Those changes see the alcohol interlock program, which 
requires sentenced drink drivers to unlock their cars 
by passing a breath test on a device installed in their 
vehicle, wexpanded to apply to mid-range drink drivers.

Other changes include requiring all drink driving 
offenders to complete an education intervention 
program before they can reapply for their driver licence.

Last year, 63 people died on Queensland roads because 
of drink drivers. 

The year before it was 43 people.

Mid-range drink drivers account for more than a quarter 
of all drink driving offenders and have a crash risk 20 
times greater than someone who hasn’t had a drink.

That’s why Queensland has expanded the alcohol 
ignition interlock program to include drink drivers with a 
Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) between 0.10 and 
0.149.

The new laws will compel all first-time drink drivers to 
complete an online Brief Intervention Education Program 
before they can drive again. 

Repeat offenders will also have to complete a more 
intensive, multi-session program to help them change 
their behaviour.

Research indicates education programs delivered 
to both first-time and repeat drink driving offenders 
significantly reduce the rate of re-offending. 

Thinking about your habits and decisions behind the 
wheel is particularly important as the summer break 
approaches. 

We’re getting close to that time of year where we start to 
have Christmas parties and take holidays where driving 
long distances might be involved.

The Fatal Five - speeding, distraction, alcohol and 
drugs, fatigue and not wearing a seatbelt continue to be 
the major causes of death on our roads.

If you’re planning to drink, nominate your Lift Legend, 
that person who will do the driving and get you home 
safely.

Put the phone in the glovebox or set it to Do Not Disturb 
so you’re not distracted by it.

These are easy choices and things to consider before 
you get behind the wheel that could save your life, or the 
life of someone else.

Stay safe on our roads this summer.

Vision To Reduce The Road Toll To Zero

 Continued from previous page





INNOV8 Equipment are proud to be sponsors of the Project 
Innov8 Award 2020.
 
This award will showcase traffic management companies that 
embrace innovative practices, strong project management, 
and the use of new plant and equipment. It will be divided 
into two categories to recognise both large and smaller scale 
projects.
 
Criteria and nominations open February 2020. The award is 
open to TMAA traffic management member companies only.
 
TMAA thanks INNOV8 Equipment for their sponsorship of this 
new award.
 
Prize money 
$2500 – Major Project Category
$2500 – Small Project Category
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Contact INNOV8 Equipment today
email sales@innov8equipment.com.au

phone 1300 071 007
www.innov8equipment.com.au

üMASH Approved TMA & 
Compliant with Australian 
AS3845.2.2017 Standards 

üAustroads recommended for 
acceptance throughout Australia 
and approved by the New 
Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA)

üApproved by Australian State 
Road regulators the RMS, 
VicRoads, DTMR and Main Roads  

Discover the

Blade TMA 
Truck Mounted Attenuator

Value and Sustainability 

While the Blade TMA can be mounted to any suitable vehicle our 
choice is the IVECO Eurocargo cab chassis. The comfort of the cab is a 
benefit to anyone sitting inside during long shifts while there are also 
cost effective and environmental benefits to the IVECO Eurocargo. It 
comes with unlimited idling hours warranty and also boasts a Euro6 
environmental rating.   

• Unlimited Idling Hours Warranty

• Euro6 Environmental Rating

• AEB Braking System as Standard

• Advanced Safety Features & Comfort

Performance and Technology 
While all TMA’s are designed with the same purpose in mind, 
variations in construction and technology mean that there are distinct 
differences in the performance of each product when impacted. 

The Blade TMA is specifically constructed using the latest in safety 
technology from Europe. It’s designed to minimise damage and 
debris while maximising protection for all people directly involved 
in, and surrounding the collision. The Blade TMA absorbs and safely 
disperses the energy of an impact in a smooth motion to reduce injury. 

• Patented 12-blade design 

• Energy absorption and safe dispersion 

• Truck not fixed during crash testing

1010.10.19



The TMAA and Moneytech are pleased to announce a referral agreement to assist 
TMAA members with their Debtor Finance requirements.

Moneytech has been helping companies in the Traffic Management industry 
with their Debtor Finance lending requirements since 2010.

An exclusive offer to all TMAA members**

• Moneytech will conditionally approve Debtor Finance limits up to $500,000
• Competitive interest rates below 10%
• Access to the Moneytech Exchange online portal
• Debtor Finance limits up to $20m is available to approved applicants

How does Moneytech Finance help?

Listen to your              
needs & tailor a 
solution to suit

Help you take  
back control of 
your finances

Assist you in  
achieving your 
business goals 

FINANCE FOR GROWTH. 

1300 858 904  
moneytech.com.au

AND THEN SOME.

Moneytech Finance is proud to work with 
the TMAA

**Moneytech Finance Pty. Limited (ABN 75 112 110 906) is a subsidiary of Moneytech Group Limited.  This offer does not constitute financial 
advice but is general in nature. Any advice given does not take into account your financial objectives, situation or needs. Please seek independent 
professional advice when deciding if this product is appropriate for you.  Your application is subject to Moneytech Finance’s lending criteria, terms 
and conditions and will attract fees. Rates and lending limits stated here are subject to change without notice. Please contact Moneytech Finance 
for more information.
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GEOFF HOGBIN

 TMAA NSW CHAIR’S REPORT
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
DIVISION

As outlined in earlier updates, work in NSW continues to 
grow and as a result, multiple smaller Traffic Management 
companies have been picking up work in support of the 
larger businesses.

More recently however, we have seen a high level of non-
compliance issues arising & dramatic changes in approach 
on the Major Infrastructure Projects.

Issues that have been identified include :

•  Provision of non-qualified Site Team Leaders, who 
cannot address job needs.

•  Workers being set up as sub-contractors, despite being 
clearly employees under relevant regulation.

•  “Ghosting” of employee numbers on jobs.

•  Critical failures in planning & site set up on high profile 
jobs.

All these issues, have been identified by Tier One Clients, 
on current works, resulting in an assessment  of the 
overall lowering of Industry standards & questioning Traffic 
Management capabilities or willingness to comply with 
required standards.

I mention these because, as the TMAA strives for 
recognition of member companies, this status will not be 
forth coming whilst companies continue to operate with 
such risk strategies.

Members need to show leadership in such matters and 
improve operational compliance, if we are to maintain the 
Association’s recognition as peak body.

Geoff Hogbin 
TMAA NSW Chair

Members and guests can book for the final event for 
the year via the link below. 

www.eiseverywhere.com/tmaansw2019 

December 6, Doltone House, Sydney from 12.00pm.

https://www.eiseverywhere.com/ereg/index.php?eventid=489568&
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On 17 November, we commemorated United Nations 
World Day of Remembrance for Road Victims #WDoR. 
As part of SARAH’s road safety initiatives, we decided 
to promote how we could honour and bring national 
focus to those who have been killed while working 
in traffic managed sites. Safer Australian Roads and 
Highways put the concept out there and within days, 
our great partners and supporters, Altus Traffic 
Australia, Traffic Management Association of Australia 
(TMAA), Roads Australia, and the Roadmarking 
Industry Association of Australia (RIAA), were behind 
the idea. 

SARAH proposed we highlight the cases of two traffic 
controllers, Suzanne Caudell and Ken Altoft, as they 
are representative of all those heroes on our roads 
and highways who have paid the ultimate price while 
just doing their jobs! We were soon joined by other 
organisations because everyone recognised that 
even if controls are in place, if drivers do not actively 
protect our traffic controllers and road workers, their 
lives are in the balance.

It became additionally important for me because of a 
couple of powerful coincidences that connected these 
two Traffic Controllers killed by speeding distracted 
drivers. While I never met Ken or Suzanne, I know 
former Traffic Controller Colin Caudell well and am 
proud of his efforts to improve industry safety and 
road safety generally.

In 2012, Suzanne started work at a traffic managed 
site on the Bruce Highway near Marlborough 
Queensland. She started on 7 November… (a date 
which will soon become significant). Just a few months 
later, Colin would see what no person should see… 
indeed, no loved one should ever experience… While 
both working on that highway, Colin would witness 
Suzanne tragically killed in front of him by a speeding 
distracted truck driver. 

Even though he continues to suffer Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder, he has shown great fortitude in 
driving change. 

In spite of everything, Colin wanted to share 
Suzanne’s story so that we can explain to drivers the 
reason that they need to slow down and give people 
the space they need to be safe. So on 7 November, 
Jeff Doyle, CEO Altus Traffic, Colin Caudell, 
Queensland’s Department of Transport and Main 
Roads Dr Colin Edmonston and I, went to the site 
where Suzanne was killed to record a social media 
video. Let me commend Colin for his bravery and we 
recognise that sharing such difficult personal stories 
is an extraordinarily brave act. 

That date, 7 November, was also important because 
it was the second anniversary of another Traffic 
Controller tragically killed on the Bruce Highway, 
this time near Tanawha on the Sunshine Coast. Ken 
Altoft was killed on that day by a speeding driver… 
Ken should never has been injured, let alone killed. 
We recognise the grief his family will suffer for many 
years to come and honour their sacrifice.

Given that we were coming up to UN World Day of 
Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims on Sunday 
17 November, and given the powerful coincidence 
of events we thought it appropriate to ask both the 
industry and our wider community to focus this year 
on those who find themselves in harm’s way. SARAH 
decided we would tell the story of Suzanne Caudell 
and Ken Altoft asking people to spend a moment 
in Remembrance of them and to create an Event for 
WDoR Sunday. And so using the acronym derived 
from those first letters of the phrase Caudell Altoft 
Remembrance Event, #CareSunday was born.  

Our specific intention was to get people to focus 
on those who work on our roads in order to create 
a space to honour every person who has been 
killed or seriously injured in the industry. It was 
also hoped that the industry would use this new 
acronym in the lead up to United Nations World Day 
of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims as part of 
their individual story telling. 

CARE SUNDAY SARAH
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One thing that is very clear to us is that as we tell our 
stories, we are each making a difference in changing 
attitudes. With 1200 Australians killed and more than 
36,000 serious injuries each year in what are, in reality, 
completely avoidable vehicle crashes… the time to 
create change is now!

This is an industry that puts thousands of workers out 
on the road each day in potentially high-risk situations. 
We also recognise that as industry leaders, it is up to 
us to ensure we actively promote their protection and 
where someone has been seriously injured or killed, it 
is up to each of us to tell their stories, and in doing so, 
make a difference.

In creating Care Sunday, SARAH’s commitment is 
to give our industry the opportunity to tell the story 
of what each traffic controller faces and in doing so, 
drive positive change. Our Australian community 
needs to understand a simple fact…Ken and Suzanne, 
and indeed every individual who has been killed 
on our roads, had a right to get home safe to their 
loved ones… every day … no exceptions. Let’s also 
encourage our community to honour all those loved 
ones for they will grieve for the rest of their lives. 

Let me be very clear… It is up to each of us to choose 
to participate in Care Sunday… to tell the stories of 
why our workers need to be protected… to honour 
those who have been injured or killed… to show our 
solidarity to the victims and their families by standing 
with them and then, quietly and gently, share their 
stories with our families, our workers, our industry and 
our community. 

Care Sunday may have concluded for 2019 but I know 
that you agree we should be promoting worker safety 
every single day. So SARAH asks that you make three 
simple commitments that publicly show your road safety 
leadership. 

1.  Commit to wear a yellow ribbon, display ribbons at 
your site or place “Drive So Others Survive” yellow 
ribbon stickers on your vehicle fleet as well as personal 
vehicles; 

2.  Make your personal commitment to improve road 
safety outcomes by pledging to “Drive So Others 
Survive!” (go to www.sarahgroup.org); and

3.  Ask your colleagues, friends and families to make their 
personal pledge.

We can all make a difference!

Peter Frazer

Peter Frazer is President of Safer Australian Roads and 
Highways (SARAH) and founder of Yellow Ribbon National 
Road Safety Week

www.sarahgroup.org

 - HONOURING THOSE WHO HAVE LOST THEIR 
LIVES ON OUR ROADS AND HIGHWAYS

http://www.sarahgroup.org
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I would like to take the time to thank the Board for coming 
to SA and everyone who made this meeting possible.

CCF Update

A shortened version of the RightwayToTraffic course is 
scheduled to start on 21 November for eight days with 
First Aid also included. This course has been proven to be 
a great success in the Industry. Employer engagement is 
sought for companies wishing to recruit. Contact Brodie 
(btelfordwebb@ccfsa.com.au). Please get behind this 
opportunity.

Christmas 

We are all looking forward to our December Christmas 
Lunch breakup meeting with the delivery of the Austroads 
Safety at Roadworks Update. Lunch will be held on 
Thursday 5 December from 11.30am, Adelaide. Guest 
Speaker is Dr Dan Sullivan, Project Manager Safety at 
Roads Worksites, for Austroads.

Numbers are strictly limited. RSVP by Monday 2 December. 
Contact Marie for your invitation to book.

STUART NOBLE

Food for thought.

It has been noted that some companies have an 
aspirational goal of having no TCs use a stop/slow bat by 
the end of 2020. Industry is encouraged to get behind this 
initiative. The benefits of using Portable boom gates and 
Traffic Lights are the key moving forward. Wouldn’t this 
be a fantastic achievement if our clients worked with us to 
make this happen?

In other news, Roadside Services and Solutions continue 
to further support the Riley Nixon Charity GOLF and RACE 
Fundraiser. If you can help out in way it would be greatly 
appreciated. For any further information contact Craig 
Woods on 0404 802 799.

If you are a TMAA supplier and would like to be guest 
speaker at one of our monthly meetings please get in 
contact with Marie.

I wish you all a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. I look forward to what the New Year brings our way.

Stuart Noble 
TMAA SA Chair
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By STEPHANIE TIPPLE

When Alabama transportation officials saw the traffic 
problems produced during the widening of two interstate 
highways, they reacted by installing a queue warning and 
detection system that utilizes cameras, radar, message 
boards and Bluetooth detection devices.

“The great benefit of the system is that it reduces 
the amount of rear-end crashes and gets information 
to motorists immediately,” Alabama Department of 
Transportation (ADOT) Public Information Officer John 
McWilliams said. “The data gathered also enables 
adjustments to traffic control plans and provides a safer 
work zone for workers and the traveling public.”

The Alabama transportation project, involving the widening 
of Interstates 20 and 59 in Tuscaloosa, had contributed 
to traffic congestion, and crashes, which can often 
accompany similar road work. 

Alabama officials, like Department of Transportation 
(DOT) officials across the United States, are seeing the 
benefits of traffic control devices and countermeasures in 
making roadways safer. The more projects completed to 
adapt roadways and infrastructure to include things 
like portable rumble strips and speed sensors, the 
more accurate information is passed on to the driver, 
pedestrian, or cyclist.

Today, transportation departments across the country 
utilize integrated systems, specifically queue warning and 
detection systems, to make roadways safer.

Iowa, for example, has a statewide work zone Integrated 
Transportation System (ITS) program, in which all devices 
are connected to the state’s Traffic Management Center 
(TMC). Center managers can view and control all of Iowa’s 
intelligent work zones, said Tim Simodynes of the Iowa 

Department of Transportation’s (Iowa DOT) Office of Traffic 
Operations.

“From the transportation department side, it has been an 
advantage to know what is going on in our work zones so 
we can prepare motorists to use extra caution,” Simodynes 
said. “If there is an incident or delay, the TMC is made 
aware and will notify the DOT and district staff, allowing the 
DOT to address those situations more quickly than having 
to wait for a police report or having to wait to hear from the 
public.”

Simodynes said the Iowa DOT uses cameras to monitor 
what is happening on state roadways and work zones, 
sensors to detect speeds and traffic congestion, and 
portable Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) to relay 
messages back to drivers. All the cameras and devices 
work together seamlessly to provide real-time information 
via DMS or through the public radio channel 511, so the 
public is notified of informed to current road conditions and 
potential hazards or delays. 

The sensors work in conjunction with the statewide 
software and can automatically post queue warning 
messages to the DMS. 

“The queue warning systems are beneficial all year 
round, but we have found them to be extremely useful 
during construction season during the warmer months,” 
Simodynes said. 

Simodynes said the other benefit of Iowa DOT’s statewide 
approach is that it is flexible, enabling them to add devices 
to any project. He added that, as technology advances and 
devices and infrastructure become more connected, the 
safer our roadways will be. 

WARNING
HOW DOTS ARE USING  
QUEUE WARNING AND DETECTION 
SYSTEMS TO HELP MOTORISTS 

Stephanie Tipple writes for the American Traffic Safety Services Association (ATSSA), which works to advance 
roadway safety. ATSSA represents the roadway safety industry with effective legislative advocacy and a 
far-reaching member partnership. The association also leads the nation in work zone safety training and 
education for roadway workers across the country. ATSSA members accomplish the advancement of roadway 
safety through the design, manufacture, and installation of road safety and traffic control devices. 

Visit www.atssa.com to learn more.
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One of the advances Simodynes referenced dealt with rural 
roads and connectivity.

“Our existing systems provide us with fairly good coverage 
in our urban areas and with our ITS work contract, we’re 
able to add some of those technologies to more rural areas 
because of the wider range of communication,” Simodynes 
said.

While much work is being done on the Department of 
Transportation side, private companies are also making 
numerous contributions, especially in the areas of 
manufacturing and installation, according to Joe Jeffrey, 
an ATSSA member and President of Road-Tech Safety 
Services Inc. 

Connected and Automated Vehicles, or CAVs, 
have received a lot of the attention in the integrated 
transportation system arena but more work is yet to be 
done, Jeffrey said.

“These devices are especially helpful when we have a crew 
moving down the road because they provide accurate, 
updated locations versus a general area to motorists and 
CAVs,” Jeffrey said.

Additionally, queue systems and tracking devices allow 
people to make better, more informed decisions about 
which route to take. 

“We’re communicating and tracking with arrow boards, 
cones, drums, flagger paddles, and so on,” Jeffrey said. 
“The beauty of it is that for the most part, it is inexpensive 
and there is a great deal of interest. People are now, more 
than ever, using their phones to find the safest routes and 
we previously weren’t involved in that decision-making 
process, but now we are.”

 

WARNING: HOW DOTS ARE USING QUEUE WARNING AND 
DETECTION SYSTEMS TO HELP MOTORISTS 

jmc.com.auStart your search.

Take the risk out, and put the adventure 
back into buying your next car.
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members dedicated to the provision of 
quality products and reliable service.”
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Office: 41A Latham Road
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cooperation with Government bodies
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Free workshops in conjunction with State 
Chapter meetings

Free Roadmarker publication
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NRSPP Sunsmart:  
For Road Workers and VRUs

The issue

UV risk from reflective surfaces

Slip, Slop, Slap, Seek, Slide

Seek

Slap

Slide

Slop

Slip

UV Index

8-10 VERY HIGH

11+ EXTREME

6-7 HIGH

3-5 MODERATE

1-2 LOW

Road workers and vulnerable road users (VRUs) are 
significantly more exposed to UV radiation, especially  
road workers who work outside in the sun for long periods. 

UV radiation can reach you on the ground directly from 
the sun. It can also be scattered by particles in the air and 
reflected by ground surfaces.

The UV Index monitors the amount of UV radiation on the earth’s 
surface. The higher the UV index number, the higher the levels of UV 
radiation and the less time it takes for damage to occur. 

Hard, flat, light coloured  
surfaces are MORE reflective. 

Rough, dark, natural surfaces  
are LESS reflective. 

Slip on sun protective clothing  
(long sleeved shirts, long pants),  
covering as much skin as possible. 

Slop on sunscreen that is SPF30 
or higher on exposed skin areas. 

Seek shade and take breaks 
from the sun. 

Download the free SunSmart app for 
the UV rating and sun protection times 
in over 600 locations across Australia.

Which surfaces are most reflective?

How high is the UV today?

Use a combination of sun protection methods for more 
effective protection against the sun and UV. 

4-9% 8-12%

Asphalt road Concrete

2-5% 4-6%

Lawn, grass Soil, clay
When the UV Index is 3 and above, sun protection is required.

Sun protection is recommended if you work outdoors or near 
highly reflective surfaces.

Slap on a broad-brimmed 
or bucket hat.

Slide on a pair of sunglasses or 
safety glasses with UV protection

Did you know? 

Sunscreen when stored above 30°C, denatures 
and loses effectiveness. Keep it cool in an esky, 
or replace it regularly.

Direct from 
the sun

Reflected from 
surfaces
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Fact Sheet: 
D.I.D.O and Fatigue
As the Australian mining and resource industry has experienced rapid growth in recent decades, the nation is beginning 
to see a trend towards a growing number of workers who operate in a Drive-In, Drive-Out (D.I.D.O) and Fly-In, Fly-Out  
(F.I.F.O) capacity. 

As the term suggests, D.I.D.O workers commute to their 
remote work sites by driving. Typically, they will stay onsite 
for a period of time before returning home. However, some 
D.I.D.O workers – typically contractor support personnel
– will drive long distances to undertake work during the
day and then drive home at the end of the day or into the
evening. For D.I.D.O workers who remain on-site, schedules
typically involve shift work. Rosters can vary, depending on
the worker’s arrangement with their employee. They will
either be evenly rostered, such as 2 weeks on and 2 weeks
off, or unevenly rostered, such as 3 weeks on and 1 week off.
Workers may be assigned day shift, night shift or a rotation
between day and night shift. Extended working hours of 10
or 12 hours per shift are not uncommon.

While D.I.D.O work comes with its perks, such as high pay, 
free accommodation and food, and an opportunity to work 
in a dynamic industry, it also presents some challenges. 

These include1, 2, 3:  

Did You Know?
Working 12-hour night shifts on an extended roster can 
have the same effect on performance as a BAC of 0.05%.6

Time spent commuting 
from home to the worksite

Long, intense and 
frequent shifts 

Altered sleep patterns Absence from  
family for extended 

periods of time

Detachment from 
typical support 

structures 

With two thirds of Australians facing a skin 
cancer diagnosis by age 70, and outdoor 
workers having an increased risk of skin 
cancer, there are many good reasons for the 
traffic management industry to make sun 
protection at work a priority.

UV (ultraviolet) radiation is a known carcinogen 
and a major cause of skin cancer in Australia. 
But 95% of skin cancers can be prevented with 
good sun protection. 

Employers, who paid out $63 million in sun 
exposure-related workers compensation claims 
from 2000-2012, have an obligation to ensure 
employees can work safely and without risk to 
their health. 

This includes exposure to UV radiation. 

So providing and using sun protective clothing, 
sunglasses, sunscreen and a hat is no different 
to wearing safety boots, hard hats or high-
visibility clothing to prevent workplace injury. 
Employees also have a responsibility for their 
own safety and health and must follow UV 

protection policies and use sun protective 
measures provided.

According to SunSmart, working outdoors 
increases your skin cancer risk by up to 10 
times. And with skin cancer risk increasing 
the more time you spend in the sun, anybody 
working outdoors should take sun protection 
measures.

Sun protection should also be a priority for 
workers who spend significant time behind 
the wheel, particularly as UV radiation can 
penetrate glass and the average vehicle side 
window only blocks about 20 per cent of UV. 
SunSmart recommends installing UV protective 
window tinting or film in work vehicles, and 
keeping a hat in the vehicle for when workers 
have to leave the vehicle.

Also keep in mind that while glare and UV are 
not the same thing, surfaces that are highly 
reflective also reflect UV, such as the surface 
of the road. So sunglasses are a good addition 
to the sun PPE toolkit.

Sun protection at work – 
not worthy dying over
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Other good occupational sun protection 
measures include providing and maintaining 
equipment needed to protect workers from 
the sun, including long-sleeved shirts with 
collar and long pants, sunscreen, and a broad-
brimmed hat, and having a sun protection 
policy, which includes education for workers 
and is ‘visible’ in the workplace, for example 
through signage and toolbox talks.

SunSmart’s Heather Walker recommends 
tailoring sun protection policies to the sun 
exposure risks your workers face, and 
consulting workers to ensure your sun 
protection policy is relevant. This is also a good 
way to get worker buy-in and engagement.

Cancer Council has a sample SunSmart 
policy and best practice guide available for 
employers, and can provide training and 
education in most states and territories. 

“We find a lot of the time people tend to worry 
about sunburn but not necessarily about skin 
cancer. They think about the immediate effects, 

not the longer-term effects, and no one ever 
thinks it’s going to happen to them. Sunburn is 
painful, but equally UV could kill you.

“UV is a recognised carcinogen and hazard in 
the workplace. Sun protection can slip to the 
bottom of the list because it’s not an immediate 
threat such as falling off a ladder or being run 
over by a car. 

“But there is something we can do about 
reducing the harm from UV, and it’s never too 
late to take steps to prevent skin cancer. It’s 
really about employers taking their duty of care 
seriously and employees understanding this is 
something they have the power to do something 
about.”

For more on workplace sun protection, visit 
www.nrspp.org.au or www.sunsmart.com.au. 
Alternatively, join the free NRSPP SunSmart 
webinar on 3 December.

https://www.sunsmart.com.au/tools
https://www.sunsmart.com.au/communities/workplaces/outdoor
https://www.sunsmart.com.au/communities/workplaces/outdoor
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DR DAN SULLIVAN Project Manager

AUSTROADS SAFETY AT ROAD  
WORKSITES PROJECT UPDATE

Austroads has great pleasure in announcing 
the official launch of the Austroads Guide 
to Temporary Traffic Management, on 
Wednesday 11 December 2019.

The launch of the Guide is the culmination of a four year collaborative project between 
Austroads, Australasian transport agencies and industry.

The Guide will help to harmonise temporary traffic management practice in Australia and New 
Zealand and is focussed on providing optimum safety for employees and contractors working in 
or near traffic, as well as providing a safe road environment for road users.

All readers are invited to join us in Brisbane for this important event which starts with a 
networking lunch at 12:00 pm. This will be followed by presentations about the application of 
the Guide at 1:00 pm.
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TMAA Calendar of Division

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
DIVISION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
DIVISION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA
DIVISION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DIVISION

2020 January February March April May June

TMAA 
WA No Meeting

Friday 14 
February 

Industry Update 
GTTM

Thursday 7 
May Breakfast 

Meeting

TMAA 
SA

20 January 
Industry 
Update 
GTTM

Thursday 6 Feb
Meeting

Thursday 5 Mar
Meeting 

Thursday 2 Apr
Meeting

Thursday 7 
May Breakfast 

Meeting

Thursday 4 
Jun

Meeting
Chair Election

TMAA 
VIC No Meeting

Wednesday 5 
Feb Meeting 

Industry Update 
GTTM

Wednesday  
15 Apr

Meeting + TMAA 
AGM/Nat Board

Wednesday 3 
June Meeting

TMAA
NSW No Meeting Wednesday 12 

February Meeting

Wednesday  
1 Apr

Lunch/Breakfast

Wednesday 10 
June Meeting

TMAA 
NT No Meeting

Wednesday  
12 February 

Meeting 
Industry Update 

GTTM

Wednesday  
11 March Meeting

(Regional)

Wednesday  
8 Apr Meeting

Wednesday  
13 May  
Meeting

Wednesday 10 
June Meeting

(Regional)

TMAA 
QLD No Meeting Thursday 13 

February Meeting

Wednesday 4 March 
Industry Update 
Townsville and 

Thursday 5 March 
Industry Update 

Brisbane 
TMR hosting 

Brisbane

Thursday 2 Apr 
Meeting

Thursday 7 
May Meeting 
(breakfast)

Regional Lunch 
Thursday 14 May

Thursday 4 
June Meeting  

(Hosted by 
DTMR)

TMAA 
TAS No Meeting

Friday 7 February 
Meeting 

Industry Update 
GTTM

Thursday 14 May 
& Friday 15 May 
Meeting & Dinner 

TAS

Friday 12 June 
Meeting

TMAA 
BOARD No Meeting

Wednesday 26 
February Board 

Meeting & Dinner 
Canberra

Wednesday  
15 Apr 

AGM Melbourne

Thursday 14 May 
and Friday 15 
May Meeting & 

Dinner TAS

Please note: dates are subject to change.

ALL STATES SPECIAL EVENT ★ TUESDAY 1 SEPTEMBER - SYDNEY - TMAA Showcase & 
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TMAA Calendar of Division Meetings/Events 2020

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORY
DIVISION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

QUEENSLAND
DIVISION

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

TASMANIA
DIVISION

July August September ★ October November December

Thursday  
6 August  
Meeting

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Thursday  
3 December 

Breakfast

Thursday 2 Jul
Meeting

Thursday 6 Aug
Meeting

Thursday 3 Sept 
Meeting Breakfast
Tuesday 1 Sept  

TMAA Showcase & 
Gala Dinner, Sydney

Thursday 1 Oct
Meeting

Thursday 5 Nov
Meeting

Thursday 3 Dec
Christmas lunch

Wednesday 5 Aug 
Meeting

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Wednesday  
7 Oct Meeting
Friday 16 Oct 

Golf Day

Wednesday 2 
Dec Meeting + 

Christmas Lunch

Wednesday  
12 August  

Lunch + Board 
Meeting

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Wednesday  
7 Oct Meeting

Friday 4 
December  

Event/Meeting 
(Christmas Lunch)

Raceday 
networking 

event
with CCF

Wednesday 12 
August Meeting

Wed 9 Sept Meeting
(Regional)

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Wednesday  
7 Oct Meeting

Wednesday 
11 November 

Meeting

Christmas Lunch
Wednesday 
9 December 

Meeting

Thursday 2 
July Meeting 

Friday 10 July  
Golf Day

Thursday 6 August 
Meeting

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Thursday 
15 October 

Regional Forum 
Lunch

Thursday 5 
November 

Meeting (hosted 
by DTMR)

Thursday 3 
December 

Christmas Lunch 
Event

Friday 14 August 
Meeting

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Friday  
16 October 

Lunch Event

Friday 4 
December  
Meeting & 

Christmas Lunch

Tues 11 & Wed 12 
August Meeting & 

Dinner NSW

Tuesday 1 Sept  
TMAA Showcase & 

Gala Dinner, Sydney

Wed 4 & Thurs 5 
November 

General Members 
Meeting & Dinner 

QLD

Gala Dinner– TCOY and TMII National Winners announced 
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2019 Report compiled by the SARAH Group 
with the support of the NRSW 2019 Working 
and Communications Groups 

National Road Safety Week is an initiative 
of the Safer Australian Roads and Highways 
(SARAH) Group, and brought to life by its 
Principal Partners (Governments, Corporates, 
Unions and NGOs), NRSW highlights the 
impact of road trauma and looks at ways we 
can reduce it.

Around the country events are held, yellow 
ribbons are displayed, and icons are lit up in 
yellow to remember those we have lost on the 
roads and to ask drivers to check their own 
behaviour and ‘Drive So Others Survive’.

I hope you enjoy reading about our 2019 
accomplishments in this report and we are 
already in the planning stages to make 2020 
an even bigger year! 

https://www.sarahgroup.org/nrsw-2019-report

Dear Partners and Supporters,

On behalf of the SARAH Group and Peter Frazer (who 
is currently on bushfire alert) I want to thank you for your 
continued support of National Road Safety Week. We have 
compiled a report on the great success of 2019 which is 
available to download here:

https://www.sarahgroup.org/nrsw-2019-report

Thank you to all for the jurisdictional reports which were a 
great help in pulling this information together.

We will be sharing with all our stakeholders and look 
forward to sharing with potential partners and supporters. 
To continue to grow and build upon the great success to 
date, we are opening space for additional partners and 
supporters so I would ask you to please share with your 
networks, whether by email or on social media, if you think 
you know anyone who would like to join us in the fantastic 
work we are doing, and encourage them to contact Peter to 
discuss.

Kind regards,  
Louise Nealon 
Communications Director 
0403 569 177 
louise@ louisenealon.com

NRSW 2019 REPORT
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Avid readers of Detours Magazine would know that 
autonomous vehicle technology is progressing around 
the world at a rapid rate. In this issue we interview 
industry expert, Executive Director Rita Excell from the 
Australia and New Zealand Driverless Vehicle Initiative 
about what’s next in the race to see driverless vehicles 
onto our roads.

How important is it for road network infrastructure to 
keep pace?

As Australia transitions to having a greater number 
of driverless vehicles operating on our road network 
at higher levels of automation it is critical that road 
infrastructure also keeps pace. One example of where 
road infrastructure innovation is occurring is the 
development of signs that can communicate directly with 
autonomous vehicle technology. 

Similarly, having simple and inexpensive line markings 
on roads can provide immediate support to current 
vehicle technology. While missing road signs and 

faded or non-existent markings can confuse vehicle 
technology, this can be moderated by having a reference 
baseline map and having a continuous feedback loop 
from other vehicles to provide verification and validation 
of gaps of information.

As the road network continues to develop, embedded 
sensors that form part of the roadside infrastructure will 
wirelessly communicate with onboard sensors, radars 
and lidars of autonomous vehicles.

What were some of the key outcomes from your 
recent International Driverless Vehicle Summit 
(IDVS4) in Sydney?

It was pleasing to see NSW Roads Minister Andrew 
Constance use IDVS4 to announce an Australian first 
which will see driverless shuttle bus services at Olympic 
Park autonomously interacting with live traffic conditions 
and sharing space with other road users.

THE RISE AND RISE OF 
DRIVERLESS VEHICLES
Michael Caltabiano

The DPM Michael McCormack is seen conversing with the  Monash University Motorsport team demonstrating Australia’s student-built, fully 
autonomous race car at the 4th International Driverless Vehicle Summit.

1300 73 83 76
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Deputy Prime Minister Michael McCormack welcomed 
more than 200 delegates from across Australia and 
overseas, declaring autonomous vehicle technology as 
the biggest achievement since man set foot on the moon. 
His words of support in his address reaffirmed that federal 
regulators see driverless car technology as a real win for 
transport safety and recognise the critically important role 
that ADVI continues to play in this space. 

IDVS4 offered an outstanding line-up of world-leading 
autonomous vehicle champions and keynote speakers 
which covered the full eco-system of the industry 
and provided key insights and updates of important 
deployments and trials from around the world. 

Safety continued as a core key theme, with Bernard 
Carlon from NSW’s Centre for Road Safety reinforcing 
the importance of strong collaboration and the lessons 
learned globally. While the number of road fatalities in 
Australia continue to drop, the tragic reality is that 1,145 
people were killed on our roads last year and the number 
of those left injured continue to increase.

While a great deal still must be done across insurance, 
liability, infrastructure readiness, import approvals and 
community acceptance, as we see driverless technology 
move from concept to commercialisation, the thoughts 
and insights offered by IDVS4 speakers and delegates 
alike has put the nation another step forward on that 
exciting journey.

What is ADVI doing to help the safe introduction of 
AV on our roads? 

ADVI is multidisciplinary in the way is spans the entire 
ecosystem of driverless vehicles in Australia and New 
Zealand. 

There are now more than 100 leading organisations 
across a wide range of sectors that are part of the ADVI 
movement, offering a unique opportunity for its many 

partners to collaborate with 
Governments, Industry and 
researchers, to position 
Australia and New Zealand 
amongst the world leaders 
in the development and 
deployment of driverless 
technology. 

ADVI’s ongoing education, 
advocacy and demonstration 
efforts help to inform and 
raise community awareness, 

encourage user acceptance, and ensure understanding 
of the economic, environmental and lifestyle benefits of 
driverless vehicles.

The challenge in moving to higher levels of automation is 
complex and cannot be done by one organisation alone 
and reinforces ADVI’s unique ability to bring together 
partners, government, community and the broader sector 
under a united goal to remain on the global radar.

ADVI places the highest importance on being an industry 
advocate and will remain a champion for technology that 
will transform everyone’s life.

What benefits come with being an ADVI partner?

The contribution of partners is a key part of the overall 
success of the ADVI program. Not only do partners 
have direct access to a range of nationally and globally 
recognised thought-leaders, they get invitations and 
discounts to exclusive industry events, including our 
successful webinar series and annual International 
Driverless Vehicle Summit.

Throughout the year we are also pleased to have 
partners participate in international delegations to meet 
with some of the world’s leading organisations and global 
experts.

There’s never been a better time to become an ADVI 
partner, so to find out more go to https://advi.org.au/
become-a-partner/ 

THE RISE AND RISE OF DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

https://advi.org.au/become-a-partner/
https://advi.org.au/become-a-partner/




NEW PRODUCTS RELEASED

PORTABLE RADAR SPEED CHECK SIGN

VEHICLE MOUNTED (VSLS)
VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT SIGN

This compact, lightweight and portable
radar speed check sign helps manage
traffic and improve safety.  

The portable sign displays your chosen 
speed limit, driver oncoming speed as well 
as a smiley face, sad face and slow down 
message according to driver compliance. 

Manage traffic with this variable speed 
limit sign mounted on a vehicle. 

Features a thin and lightweight 
aluminium case, a touch screen dash 
mount controller and pre-loaded
regulatory speed sign images.

OWN 
ME FOR  

$5.65+GST  
A DAY PLUS 

5 YEAR 
WARRANTY

AUSTRALIA 
WIDE DELIVERY

www.ldcequipment.com.au (07) 5529 1188

OWN 
ME FOR  

$7.27+GST  
A DAY PLUS 

5 YEAR 
WARRANTY
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The Traffic Management industry 
shined at Assignar’s  SHIFT Conference 
On Thursday the 14th of November, Assignar hosted its  first customer and industry event  -  SHIFT. The SHIFT Conference brought 
together over 200 construction professionals from rail, civil, demolition, asphalting, mining and the traffic management industry. The 
day was jam packed with over 15 speakers, 2 tracks (business and operations), an Innovation lab and a Customer Success Centre. 
Throughout the event Traffic Management truly made its mark as thought leaders within the industry. 

Ben Marsonet, TMAA NSW Board Representative and Andrew White, TMAA Founding  Member,  SA Board Representative and Treasurer, 
presented on Maintaining a culture of safety at SHIFT. Andrew shared the founding story of the TMAA and how the dedication of state 
associations to safety, saw a national initiative arise. With the association now having a national platform, the message of safety could 
be addressed across the board, from government, to the public as well as traffic management businesses. Furthermore, Ben highlighted 
the challenges of maintaining a culture of safety in a high risk industry with a large blue collar workforce. In an environment where you 
can only influence but cannot fundamentally control the risk, the importance of leadership “walking the walk” arises. CEOs,  MDs and 
owners were encouraged to be on the frontline, to  live and breathe what their workers  see and do everyday. In terms of 
communicating internally, Ben spoke about how evolving technology  has enabled real-time communication, especially for onboarding 
or in light of a near miss or incident. Ben also drew upon the power of a story to communicate to not only their staff but also the general 
public, on the role they play in keeping our roads safe. 

In line with the power of the story, Retro Traffic, Sydney based Traffic Management 
Company who are one of the founding members of the Traffic Management 
Association of NSW as well as members of TMAA NSW, joined TMAA as sponsors of 
Assignar’s SHIFT Conference. Their Managing Director, Fiona McKendry was on the 
Growth Panel on Innovative ways to win more work. Fiona drew upon the paramount 
role quality, process and maintenance of equipment, play in building positive brand 
awareness and associating their business with delivering quality service. She also 
drew upon the challenges of the industry and the how extensive training and safety 
culture play an important role in managing  frustrated drivers and pedestrians. 

As part of the SHIFT Conference,  Assignar hosted its first Smooth Operator Award.  
The Award recognises leaders in the construction industry  who are changing the way 
they operate in innovative ways with people, process and technology. Assignar’s first 
Smooth Operator was awarded to Nicole Farren-Grant,  Director of Swilly Traffic 
Solutions. Nicole arrived in Australia from Ireland in 2012 and started as a traffic 
controller. Despite her background as a hairdresser, her commitment to her role saw 
her work her way up to leading hand and eventually she launched Swilly Traffic 
Solutions in 2016. Since its establishment, Nicole has been determined to bridge the 
gap between training and experience within the industry. Given such, she partnered 
with a registered training office to offer Swilly Courses for Traffic Management and in 
addition, tries to provide certified graduates a few shifts a week,  so they can get the 
crucial on-the-job training,  necessary for the development of quality traffic 
controllers. 

Change is a leaders game. The world that we live in is dynamic and forever changing 
and learning new technology and optimising efficiency can be challenging, when key 
stakeholders become roadblocks instead of advocates. David Bradshaw, Workzone 
Traffic Control Operations Manager,  presented on Essential elements of change 
management at Assignar’s  SHIFT Conference. David highlighted the importance of 
letting key stakeholders, learn software through trial and error, letting them explore, 
make mistakes and learn in a controlled environment.  

Since its establishment,  the TMAA has had a strong focus on safety  and its recent 
campaign Your speed is Our Safety, has leveraged the medium of video  and social 
media to highlight the gravity of incidents on our roads. The strength of this 
messaging was apparent throughout all the Traffic Management presentations during 
Assignar’s SHIFT conference, a true testament to the work TMAA has conducted in 
partnership with its members, to deliver a movement towards safety  and innovation 
through community. The Assignar team are ready for SHIFT2020 and to leverage this 
momentum with TMAA to shift the industry towards safety through digital 
transformation. 

.com BUILD MORE Call us now! (02) 9199 7447
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Traffic Engineering Australia offer practical and effective solutions to all traffic management needs. 

Qualified & actively designing in Queensland, NSW and Victoria. 

Focusing on innovation, efficiency and safety. 

Services we provide: 

• Engineering Services (RPEQ-QLD) 
• Traffic impact assessment 
• Sidra report & traffic counts 
• Turn path analysis & design 
• Traffic Plan design (TGS-TCP) 
• Traffic Management Plan development (TMP) 
• Road Occupancy Permit/License application & maintenance 
• Road-Safety & Site Auditing 

A complete service for all your traffic management requirements for both short term and long-term 
projects. 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: 

• Traffic controller management and supply 
• Traffic control accreditation training & white cards 
• Permanent and long-term signage installation 
• Line marking implementation 

 

www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au 
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A proud sponsor and supporter of Traffic Management Association of Australia



Queensland’s biggest field day 
showcasing the latest technology.

CONTACT CCF QLD FOR  
MORE DETAILS AND TO BOOK  

1300 CCF QLD | QLDEVENTS@CCFQLD.COM

2020 EXHIBITOR BOOKINGS NOW OPEN

Proudly brought to you 
by CCF Queensland

Supported by CCF 
Queensland Exclusive 

Annual Partner
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The annual summer holiday period is rapidly approaching. 
Work Christmas party plans are in full swing, staff holidays 
are planned, families are excited – it’s not long now and 
the brain can be parked and the recharge begins.

The focus, though, is often on getting everything done 
before the break. Deadlines loom and pressure mounts. 
You’re tired, struggling to maintain concentration, but 
the focus remains on the finish line – ‘I can rest when the 
holiday starts’, you tell yourself. You feel like the little 
steam engine that could trying to make it up that hill.

I think I can, I think I can…

Just got to get everything done. Then it is easy town.

The pressure mounts. Your tired, not as focused but 
getting the job done. I can rest when the holiday starts 
you tell yourself. All of sudden your pushing yourself a 
little too far and not seeing the risks for what they are. The 
focus is the break – family time.

Equally though time off at home can also be around 
getting things ready around the house. Having everything 
just right before “the holiday starts”. Working through 
that preholiday DIY list, yet since you’re at home that 
same safety lens applied at work, which has been 
declining, becomes non-existent at home. Climbing 
ladders, lawn mowers, nail guns, decking, fencing, gutter 
clean, gardening, got to get it all done.

The mind is tired, the risk perception clouded.

Looking at the weekend list, order changes, what is a 
perceived an easy and quick fix slides to the top, start the 
job and suddenly the brain slides into neutral just for a 
second – everything changes.

That simple task becomes a life changing event.

Suddenly you become the grinch that stole the holiday 
because that quick task becomes an 18-month recovery 
following 3 months in a brace with limited mobility. The 
reason being you’re seeing the end game – holiday – not 
focusing on the here and now and taking those steps 
safely that will get you there.

That was me 24 months ago. The incident falling from a 
ladder when my dog knocked it out from under me and 
shattering the lower back. Whilst in hospital recovering 
the surgeons shared how this is a common story at this 
time of year. People are tired, in a rush and not focused. 
If you’re lucky it is a wake-up call. For me a near miss as I 
can still walk, there were 20 others who fell from ladders 
that week and 40% of them become paraplegics. Then 
there is all of the other rush and businesses to get ready 
for holidays.

For the surgeons in emergency I met this is just part the 
annual cycle.

For me I was lucky, very lucky. Many others who go 
through these sorts of incidents are not. My life has 
changed, I have the all clear with conditions. For example, 
my sport of choice, rowing, is no more for life. My new 
passion is club swimming and to commemorate my fall I 
plan on doing 800m butterfly. I would not have been able 
to do that before the fall so for me it has all worked out – I 
know I am lucky. 

So, over the next few weeks, take a deep breath. Look 
at what you are doing, your peers, mates, colleagues, 
family and focus on the here and now. Instead of trying 
to squeeze that extra task in or diving in. Stop, think and 
consider will it impact my holiday plans? That moment 
of reflection could be the difference between having the 
holiday as planned or becoming the grinch.

STOP, THINK – WILL YOUR ACTION 
CHANGE YOUR HOLIDAY PLANS?
By Jerome Carslake, Manager of the National Road Safety Partnership Program

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yx9xO98kcBU
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/diy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grinch


Madison Technologies has created the next generation portable 
traffic signal system, giving a great user experience that’s built to last.

The Portable Traffic Light uses 
smart and innovative technology, 
making it safe and efficient for 
traffic controllers to operate.

Creating safer 
temporary 
traffic control.
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 o Lightweight Hand Remote Controller 
with backlit low power LCD display

 o Robust tripod with large footprint stability 
that’s adjustable to suit any terrain

 o Hot-swappable lithium LiFePO4 batteries 
for continuous, disruption-free operation

 o Extensive built-in safety features; 
early warnings and alerts, GPS location, 
compass direction and tilt warnings

 o Portable lightweight design for easy set-up 
with only 3 separate components to handle
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  eeSSTTOOPPTTMM - Portable Traffic Light Solution

eeSSTTOOPPTTMM has saved 2 lives in 2018 and protected 
numerous road workers from injuries, burning heat, 

abuse and fatigue.

Deploying the solution makes Australian roads safer and 
ensures workers return every day safely to their family 

and friends..

Traffic Controllers have long been recognised as having to
carry out their duties in a challenging and high-risk
environment. Working in live-traffic exposes workers to the
most obvious hazards like being hit by passing traffic,
mobile plants and machinery. In addition, they were prone
to sun exposure, dehydration, respiratory problems and
injuries from projectiles.

Addressing those daily safety hazards - Australian
Manufacturer and Safety Solution Provider Arrow
Emergency Systems (ArrowES) has developed Australia’s
first Type 1 approved and field tested portable traffic light
solution – the eSTOP.

The eSTOP has been introduced to Queensland in 2016 and
since has been deployed across Australia. With this
technology any organization and company along the value
chain of infrastructure development, regional- and local
government, maintenance and traffic control has the ability
and responsibility to improve workers’ safety and working
conditions, by keeping traffic controllers out of live traffic.

Contact ArrowES for more information about standalone and mounted options, sizing, add-on’s 
and pricing via sales@arrowes.com.au or (07) 3881 3302 at 17 Bailey Ct, Brendale QLD

Trials of the system were conducted in partnership
with Downer and these trials demonstrated a 93%
reduction in the number of near misses on
roadwork sites when comparing eSTOP to the
traditional Stop/Slow baton.

Actual feedback from Traffic Controllers have been
overwhelmingly positive:

 “Feels safe as no longer standing in the line of fire”

 “The eSTOP can be seen from a long distance by 
approaching motorists - great visibility”

 “We’ve not had to jump out of the way of motorists, 
they (motorists) don’t miss the eSTOP”

 “When it’s foggy or overcast they (motorists) can’t 
see us.  They don’t miss the eSTOP” 

ArrowES’
eSTOP

Controlling Traffic from Safe Grounds with eeSSTTOOPPTTMM

eeSSTTOOPPTTMM enables Traffic Controllers to 
work outside live-traffic. 

It is our joint responsibility to deploy 
available technology and solutions to 
keep our workers, sub-contractors 

and business partners safe!



STATE SUPPLIERS

RPM
HIRE

Samson Hire continues to be a leading hire specialist for Roadworks and Traffic

Management equipment in Melbourne and surrounding regions

Samson Hire has been in operation since 2000.

We have the widest range of variable message signs available in

Melbourne and with our friendly, reliable customer service, we strive to

continuing being the best in the industry.

We provide our valuable customers with the following equipment:

Variable Message Signs

Arrow Boards

Traffic Lights

Light Towers

Speed Radars

Proud Member Of:

Phone: 1800 77 88 99

info@samsonhire.com.au

www.samsonhire.com.au

LARGEST STOCK OF VMS AVAILABLE | 24/7 CUSTOMER SUPPORT        

REMOTE ACCESS | OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
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   LDC
   EQUIPMENT

Planning Australia's Roads

1300 ROADPLANS
www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au
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